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ABSTRACT

An iterative procedure has been devised for the construction of transfer

functions for analog or digitat filters exhibiting linear phase characteristic in the

entire or a part of the passband. The group delay can be approximated to a con'

stant in a maximally-flat, equal ripple, or least-mean-squares norm. The amplitude

response can be approximated to the ideal characteristics in a maximally-flat,

equal-ripple, or mini'max norm.

Three types of filters are considered: minimum-phase, nonminimum'phase

and nonreciprocal. For a specific ûlter type, the approximation begins with the

determination of a near optimum ûlter which is then optimized using a least'

mean-squafes routine.

The selectivity of linear phase ñtters can be increased by reducíng the

degtees of flatness of the grouP delay, and using the excess degrees of freedom for

the amplitude response. The resulting ûlters are optimum for a maximally'flat

group delay response, but near optimum otherwise. Alternatively a combination

of an elliptic ûlter and an allpass delay equalizer can be used as a near optimum

ûlter.

The proposed method yields the optimum characterístics through aû even

distribution of the degrees of freedom between the amplitude and the group

delay. The group delay characteristics a¡e improved through a reduction in the

number of passband ripples, and the use of the excess degrees of freedom for the

group delay equalization. It was found that ûlters with the maximum number of

ripples in the passband amplitude response are not optimum. Also filters with a

monotoníc passband which possesses the maximum number of inflexion points are

not optimum if the complexity of the physical realization is considered. Design

examples are given which establish the superiority of the proposed method to the

existing ones.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Conslderatlons

Two areas of study basic to network synthesis which are of equal importance

are the approximation probtem and the realization problem. The approximation

problem is concerned with the construction of transfer functions which in a best

manner possible approximate the desired characteristics. The realization problem

focuses on the physical realization of the transfer function. This thesis is mainly

involved with the approximation problem.

The approximation problem can be treated by analytical or numerical

approaches. In the analytical approach, with the aid of special functions such as

Jacobi potynomiats [1], the desired characteristics are approximated in a manner

inherent to the special functions. For example an approximation to a constant in a

maximally flat sense utilizes Butterworth functions, while Chebyshev functions are

useful for the approximation to a constant in mini-max sense. In the numerical

approach, the desíred cha¡acteristics ÍIre approximated using iterative routines.

Because of the iterative nature, an initial approximation is essential for the con'

vergence of most routines. The numerical approach is time consuming, but with

the availability of a large computer, design data can be tabulated for general prob-

lems. In the numerical approach, the computation time can be greatly reduced by

employing special functions for part of the approximation problem. An efficient

numerical method of this kind can be programmed on a micro-comPuter or even a

pocket computer (see Appendix).

The approximation problem which leads to the synthesis of a physical net-

work, is mostly concerned with the design of ûlters used in various electronic sys'

tems. For example in communication systems, ûlters are required for the
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separation of a particular signal from unwanted noise. In modern communication

systems, filters are requíred which not only approach ideal characteristics, but also

have low cost. This thesis is involved with the design of such frlters'

1.2 Fltters

The response of a linear continuous system to an excitation r (t ) can be

expressed as

ø
y (t \= t *x (r)h (t ,r)d r ( 1.1)

where h(t ,"r\ is the impulse response of the system. For a time-invariant causal

system
I

h(t ,r)=h(l -") (12)

å(r):g fort(0

The resulting time-invariant system can be characterized by the impulse resPonse

or its Laplace transform ¡{(r). For the frequency s:io, the system can be

regarded as a ûlter which attenuates and changes the phase of each component of

the Fourier series expansion for the signal ¡(t).Equivalently the ûlter can be

characterized by the magnitude and phase of its transfer function Il("), evaluated

at s:iol. An ideal lowpass ûlter is defrned to have the properties

lll (.¡ co) I :
{å

lor I S ro"

lcol)or"
(13)

ö=arg (rr (.¡ to)):-¿.

As a result, the response of an ideal lowpass frlter to a band-limited signal

(bandwidth less than or equal to rrr" ) is only a delayed version of it without any

distortion. Hence a linear phase or a constant phase delay (0/<o) is necessary for a
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distortionless transmission. For a bandpass ûlter, the ideal characteristics are

lIl (.¡ co) I =
<rl1( lorl(or2
otherwíse{å

(1.4)

Ö(r):-a ( I or I -ors)sgn ú)

Hence for a distortionless fecovery of a bandpass signal ( for example a carrier

modulated signal), the derivative of the phase must be constant' Thus the group

delay defrned by r=-dö/d. is widely used in the characterization of distortion'

less filters.

Because of physical limitations, the ûlter characteristics are only approxi-

mated to the ideal ones. These desired characteristics are usualty stated numeri-

cally or reflected graphically as design specifications. Figure I depicts the

specifications for frlters required in a voice communication system [2]. In general,

tolerance schemes are pfescribed for the group delay, the passband loss and the

stopband loss. For example, the specifications on the grouP delay and the attenua-

tion characteristics can be: maximum gfouP detay variations in a prescribed band,

not exeeding Ar seconds, maximum attenuation in the passband not greater than

.,,1p dB, and mínimum attenuation in the stoPband not less than 'A¡ dB'

There are several methods for the approximation of the ideal characteristics

which dictate the techniques employed in the approximation procedure' The ideal

characteristics are approximated in Chebyshev or mini-max norm if the maximum

of the error function ( deviation from the speciûcations) is minimized' An approx'

imation to the ideal characteristics in which the integral of the error function is

minimized, is referred to as least-mean-squafes approximation' If the approximat-

ing function satisfies the speciÊcations at a certain number of points, an interpola-

tion technique is used for the approximation. It may be required to approximate

the ideal characteristics in a maximally-flat norm; in that case the derivatives of

the error function are all zeto at a certain point in the approximation interval.
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The filter transfer function is required to be a ratio of two polynomials in

the complex frequency, because of the physical realizability considerations. The

zeros ( or transmission zeros) and the poles of the transfer function a¡e deûned to

be the zeros of the numerator and the denominator polynomials, respectively. The

poles are restricted to be in the left-hâlf-plane (LHP) of the complex frequency

plane for stability, while the zeros can be anywhere. For all-pole ûlters, the zeros

are all located at infinity and hence the numerator polynomial is a constant.

Minimum-phase filters are defined to have all their zeros either in the LHP or on

the imaginary axis, excluding those at infinity. The transfer function of a

resistively-terminated lossless, reciprocal network has either an even or an odd

numerator polynomial. As a result, the finite zeros are located symmetrically with

respeict to the imaginary axis. If soure of the zeros in thc LHP have exactly the

same location as the poles, they cancel from the transfer function resulting in a

transfer function related to a nonreciprocal ûlter. Alternatively, every transfer

function can have a reciprocal realization by proper addition of poles and zeros.

The problem of filter design deals with the determination of a transfer func-

tion which satisfies the specifications under the prescribed norms, and has a physi-

cal rcalization of minimum complexity (cost). Most often, the complexity of a filter

is associated with the degree of the transfer function denominator polynomial.

1.3 Amplttude And Phase Approximations

A class of all-pole frlters approximating the ideal characteristics can be

obtained from the minimization of the integral [3]

1

¡ (")=-fo'( l-tY -Q a4 -L¡ n(x ,c)dx (15)

The hyper-geometric shifted Jacobi polynomial J nG ,p ,q) generates various frlter

approximations by Proper substitutions for its arguments. Examples are for the
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maximally-flat (Butterworth): P=Ø , q=15, for the mini-max (Chebyshçv):

p=-2, q=15, and for least squares monotonic:p:q:15'

A class of monotonic passband filters are obtained if the upper limit of the

integral in (1.5) is varíed [4].

Minimum-phase ûlters with ûnite transmission zeros and with Jacobian

passband and general stopband characteristics are obtained numerically using

iterative procedures. For the case of a Chebyshev passband and Chebyshev stop-

band approximation, the ûlter transfer function can be obtained numerically using

elliptic integrals [5], or recursive arithmetic [6] methods. The resulting elliptic

filters have the minimum transition interval for the specific passband and stop-

band losses. The amplitude approximation is useful where the phase of group

delay distortion is of no concern.

The problem of phase approximation is of a numerical nature, although some

elegant anal¡ical merhods exist for the interpolation [7], and the maximally'flat

[8-10] approximations. The constant gfouP delay or the linear phase approxima'

tions in equal ripple norm are mostly tabulated Í11,12J'

The problem of approximation of the amplitude and phase simultaneously, is

a complicated one, because of the interdependence between them. A conventional

though not optimum [13] solution ís to cascade an optimum amplitude ûlter with a

phase corrector (delay equalizer) allpass ûlter.

There are a number of analytical methods , e.g. U4-211, for the determination

of the transfer functions of minimum-phase filters. Some of these methods a¡e

transitional between an amplitude approximation and a linear phase approxima-

tion lZ2,Z3]. The amplitude and phase characteristics of minimum-phase frlters are

related through the Hilbert transform equations which limit phase linearity for a

specifrc amplitude selectivity [17]. Therefore a nonminimum-phase frlter must be

used in order to satisfy amplitude and phase specifrcations. Some of the methods

for nonminimum-phase ûlters are biased towards the maximally-flat approximation
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of the group delay or the amplitude resPonse Í2+261; filters designed by these

methods are nonoPtimum for most design specifications'

The modern methds of linear phase ûlter design assume either a Chebyshev

or least squafes passband amplitude response and then equalize the group delay in

an iterative procedure [53]. The Chebyshev passband amplitude fesponse can be

obtained iteratively Í27281or by the use of a generalized Chebyshev function [13],

which simpliûes the computational effort. In either case the resulting ßlters have

the maximum number of ripples in the passband amplitude resPonse. Rhodes and

Zabalawi [2g,30J derived filters with Chebyshev passband and linearized the phase

using an interpolation technique. Alternatively, the group delay may be equalized

usin g a least-mean-sq u ¿ues procedure t31,321.

Rakovich et al [33] derived filter transfer functions with unconstrained least-

squafes passband having the maximum number of ripptes, and then equalized the

group delay in equal-riPPle norm-

Litovsky [34] developed a method for the derivation of filter transfer func'

tions with least-squares monotonic passband and with equalized group delay in

equal-ripple norm. The amplitude response is designed to have the maximum

number of inflexion points in the passband.

It can be shown that frlters with Chebyshev passband amplitude response

[2g,$] are of lower complexity than those with unconstrained least'squares

passband [33], but are of higher complexity than those with least-squares mono'

tonic passband [34], for normal specifications.

A design procedure mây start with the determination of a general transfer

function with unrestricted zeros. A nonminimum-phase transfer function is then

obtained by the proper addition of the poles and zeros. This technique has been

claimed [35] to yield more economical filters than those designed by the method of

Rhodes and Zabalawi, but it can be shown to be untrue'
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1.4 Statement of the Problem

This thesis is concerned with the determination of the transfer function of

filters with the least complexity which satisfy a general set of specifrcations. Since

no desigo can be proved to be optimum absolutely, a comparative basis is used for

the optimality of the ûlter.

1.5 Proposcd Method

Let the transfer function of a reciprocal filter be written as

(1.6)

There ate n*m*2 coefficients, and hence n*m*7 degrees of freedom for shap-

ing the amplitude and group detay characteristics. The amplitude response can

have a maximum of n ripples in the passband (2m' n); and wíth r maxima in the

stopband, the remain ing m -r degrees of freedom can be used for the grouP delay

equalization. For s¡ample, f.or n=10,m=4 and r:1, three degrees of freedom

can be used for group delay equalization, while ten degrees of freedom are used

for passband shaping (one degree for the required ar" ). The existing methods for

the design of linear phase ûlters with Chebyshev or unconstrained least-squares

monotonic passband [28,30,33] use the maximum degrees of freedom for passband

shapíng. Litovsky's method with least-squares monotonic passband provides a

better group delay flatness as a consequence of relaxed constraints on the

passband amplitude resPonse.

The method proposed in this thesis ís based on the fact that ân even distribu'

tion of degrees of freedom for shaping the amplitude and group delay fesponses

can provide better designs with respect to the filter characteristics. The amplitude

response is desigued to have fewer than the maximum number of ripples, where

a g*a p2 * a 2s4 +....+ a 

^ 
sh

Hlt)= .
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the excess degrees of freedom are used to achieve a high degree of phase linearity

over the prescribed portion of the passband. The reduction in passband ripples

has a two-fold effect: an increase in the degrees of freedom for group delay equal-

ization, and an associated decrease in gfoup delay near the bandedge' The effect

on the stopband attenuation after the transition-band is negligible. As a result,

filters designed by this method have a more economical realization when com'

pared with those designed by the other methods. Design examples are given which

confirm the optimality of the proposed method.

The design procedure begins with the determination of a near optimum

transfer function which is discussed in chapter III for minimum-phase ûlters, in

chapter IV for nonminimum-phase filters and in chapter V for digital, switched

and interdigital transmission-line ûlters. The resulting filters are further optimized

using a procedure given in chapter II. The design of nonreciprocal filters is dis-

cussed in chapter VI. Design examples are given throughout these chapters.

Optimized desigu examples and the comparison of the proposed method with the

other methods are given in chapter VII.



CHAPTER IT

DESIGN PROCEDURE

The design procedure begins with the determination of a near optimum

transfer function [54,55] which is discussed in the following chapters, and then the

resulting ûlter is optimüed using a least-mean-sguares routine.

For better understanding of the approximation problem, let us review the

concept of Chebyshev approximation.

2.1 Approxlmatlon of a Constant

Ther are at least two best known methods [37,38] for the generation of

rational functions which approximate a constant in an equal ripple, or Chebyshev

(mini-max) criteria.

Suppose the functioî I Q ) is to approximate C with tolerance error t e in

the interval fa ,bl. Then upon the application of the transformation

(2.r)

the function Í (x) is required to approximate C in the intervat [-1'+U' Simi-

larly, the problem reduces to the approximation of zero in the interval [-1'+U

with tolerance error of t 1.

The methods are based on transformations which guaraotee an equal ripple

behavior in the approximation interval, i.e. the extrema of the function have equal

errors in absolute value, in the approximation interval'

The approximating function is required to be equal ripple in the transformed

interval, hence it can be written as [37]

2 a*bx=-t --b-a b-a
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f (x):cos [y (t )]=
(e ivG) +e-ir(')¡ (2.2)

2

where y is a real function of ¡ in the approximation interval.

Let F (Z) bea real polynomial of degree n in Z , and Z be a complex function of

¡ and let

y =ZarslF ^(z)l
(2s)

then e/) may be written as

F,(z) (2.4)ejY
F n(z')

In the approximation interval,l¡ I < I and thus let

r=cos$, 0S0=tr (2s)

where 0 is a transformed variable. For f (r) to be a Chebyshev function, F"(Z)

and Z(r) are to be defined such that when 0 varies monotonically from 0 to n,

y [x (g)] varies monotonically from 0 to Znr (equal ripple with the maximum

number of extrema).

2.1.1 Method A

Let Z (r ) be defined as

z ('): 1 --=
x2

jtan0. (2.6)

Let the polynomial F n(Z ) be written as

F n(Z )=fI (Z -Z¡), Z¡=a'¡ *i þ,
i=1

(2.7)
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then

Alt the terms of the summation in (2.8) are monotonic increasing with respect to

0, if c.(0 (Hurwitz F nØ)), and as a result y varies from 0 toZnîr monotoni-

cally if 0 varies from 0 to tr. Thus the approximating function has2n zeros in the

approximation interval, and is an even rational function of ¡ of degree ?st ,

y [x (ø)l=2ør I ÍF n Ç t an o)l=2Ë, * -t
i:1

(2.8)

(2.e)

0s¡< 1 (2.10)

(2.11)

xZ
F

-B¡ *tan0

-cr¡

t2 )F ( 1 ) (nn
1 +
2

F^(- I-7) r"(
x z

The function obtained by this method has even symmetry about zeloi a function
.,

which is not symmetrical can be obtaíned by a substitution of. x for xo

t@)
)

1
F 1 L

xn
L
x) r,(- 1- )

+
2 -t)x(- 1

For odd symmetry, let

ylx (0)l:àarylF offrøn 0)l+0,

then ¿i) may be written as

¡ (r)
FF n 1- 1

x )

(2.12)

Thus y varies monotonically from O to (2n +1)rr in the interval, and hence Í (x)

has 2n *1 zeros in the approximation interval with odd symmetry about zero.

r.. F^(z)(l+zln
é" --" F,(-z)1r-zln
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The functions thus obtained are Chebyshev, because they are equal ripple

and have the maximum number of zeros in the approximation interval.

2.1.2 Method B

In this method the variable Z in (23) is deûned to be

Z (r)=, *1@i="iø (2.r3)

which from (2.4) yields

(2.14)

The resulting function

(2.1s)

is a functio n of. Z *Z-r, because f (Z):Í @-\. From (2.5) and (2.13)

, =l{t +z-t), (2.16)

and theref orc f (x) is a rational function of ¡. From (2.14)

v [r (o)]=2'ø rs lF n1e 
j o)l-n o, (2.r7)

for y to increase monotonically, the zeros of Fn (Z ) must lie inside the unit circle

in the Z-plane,i.e. lZ¡ l( 1, and as a result y varies from 0 to n7Í in the interval.

The resulting function is asymmetric about zeto; to obtain an even function of I ,

let

F z^(z)=Fn @1. (2.18)
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The resulting function / , is a function of. 22 +Z'2 
^od 

hence t2, b"""ur"

z2+z-2=(z +z -\2-2 (2.1e)

For an odd function of ¡ let

F zo *{Z )=Fn (z\z- Q'20)

The resulting function has odd symmetry about f =0, because I @):-f eZ'l).

Figure 2 illustrates the typical examples derived by these methods.

I -l

*1

I I

..1

(a) (b)

I

0

;l

(c)

Fig. 2 Chebyshev approximations in the interval [-1,+1], for even symmetry (a),

odd symmetry (b), and no symmetry (c).

\t



2.2 Approxlmatlon of ldesl Fltters

The amplitude characteristics of ideal lowpass, highpass, bandpass and

bandstop filters can be approximated in a mini-max norm' using the Chebyshev

approximation technique discussed in the previous sections.

2.2.1 LoYpass Filters

Let the squared magnitude of the transfer f unction H (t ) be written as

rn(.¡o)e=ffi5 (221)

The characteristic function It ¡r2) is required to satisfy

f=0 or=0
'It' (o'1:l; I pøss band o=<os rrr" Q22)

(-

:I:hus.Ínlol2) is to approximate 1/2 within the tolerance t-1f2, in the interval

[-o",crr"l, and with eyen symmetry about a¡:0. For reciprocal filters the denomi'

natof polynomiat o1 * n@2) is a perfect square and hence for a Chebyshev

approximation based on method A, F (Z ) must be a perfect square. Thus

-15-

2

,

r'(z\vn (r2)= I +
2

which equivalently can be written as

9), (2.23)I
4

r2(z\ -
F "(-z)

r2(-z¡ /- 1-(
(Ð

v" ('1=å | ¡ øt .r t-z'tl
loçr)' r(z) J

(2.24)

neven

nodd
^(z)
^(z)(r+zln

where

n 1z¡= (22s)
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The polynomial F mØ) is Hurwitz and r¡¡ :fn /21, i-e

l+
m=

n even

n odd
(226)

The zeros of the transfef function are obtained from the zeros of the denominator

polynomial of V(coz) after the substitution, ,2=-r2.Th" poles of the transfer

function are the LHP zeros of the equation

1+e zVn (-tz)=0 (2.27)

The resulting transfer function has a maximum number of n ripples (extrema) in

the passbancl with m ftee parameters. These degrees of freedom can be used to

constrain the amplitude response in the stopband and the group delay in the

passband. For a monotonic amplitude response in the stopband, F (Z) has no

zeros in the interval (0,1).

2.2.2 Hllghpass Filters

Highpass frlters are obtained using the same procedure as for the derivation

of lowpass ûlters, except for the transformed variable Z which for the highpass

case is given by

/- -(g)' (2.28)
ú)c
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2.2.3 Bandpass Fllters

Bandpass filters may be obtained through a lowpass to bandpass frequency

transformation. Equivalently the procedure of sec. 2.2.1 may be used with the

transformed variable

(2.2e)

where

Vo (t2)= 1 for otls ors or2 (230)

and ,s=\@ is the center frequency. The resulting ûlters have geometrically

symmetrical amplitude response about ror. Because of the symmetry the avail'

able degrees of freedom are half the maximum number for the nonsymmetric

response. For a bandpass 6lter of degree 2n, obtained through transformation,

there 
^re 

m =[n t2] degrees of freedom.

The alternative method which guarantees the maximum degtees of freedom

is based on the Chebyshev approximation without symmetry. For method A, the

characteristic function can be obtained as

v"(,,):ål;t".ËI4l'

lctlx:--
^î-rl .î-r?

/,- 1- 1

x
(2sl)

(2s2)

where

^(z)
^(z)(t+zln

neven
r 1z¡=

nodd, ^=Itl.
(233)
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If <o> @2, Z varies in the interval [0,1], while for 0S<,¡So/ , Z varies in the

interval [9,- ]
td1

2.2.4 Blanllstop Fllters

Bandstop ûlters may be obtained through a transformation for which

z (2s4)

(z3s)

where the passbands are [O,t,l/], ft2,* l, *d the notch frequency is tg:\@

The resulting ûlters have the maximum degrees of freedom.

2.3 Numerlcl Approach

a
The characteristic function * o(uo ) obtained in section 2.2, rcquires numeri'

cal techniques to evaluate the free p¿rameters in order to satisfy the amplitude

requirements in the stopband. One may combine the computational efforts to

obtain the desired amplitude characteristics in the passband and the stoPband

without utitizing the Chebyshev functions discussed in section 2.1.

Let the characteristic function of a reciprocal ûlter of degree n with m fre'

quencies of perfect transmission (other than zero) and k transmission zeros (other

than zero) be written as

roli (-o,lo.\zrn-z^(rz)
Vn (o2¡= ¡':t

fi tt-B,tr')'e,'(.')r'
¡ :l

where the monic polynomials Pn-Vn(or2) and Qt@z) have no positive real zeros
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For a filter with perfect transmission at zero, P (0):g' the term ,2 io (235) is

present if an odd number of transmission zeros are located at zero.

There are a maximum of 2ln /21-m +k +I *1 degrees of freedom þarameters

in (235)) which can be used to obtain the desired amplitude characteristics and

equalize the group detay. For a filter with m frequencies of perfect transmission

(other than zero) and fr transmission zeros, there are a total of rz *fr *1 con-

straints on the amplitude response. The remaining2fn l2l-2m *l degrees of free-

dom can be used to equalize the group detay. For example for n=lÛrm=5¡k=l

and I =2, there are nine degrees of freedom from which two can be used for delay

equalization. While for the case with fewer than the maximum ripples

(n:l0rm=2), and perfect transmission at zero, the total degrees of freedom are

eleven, from which seven can be used for delay equalization.

The characteristic functíon of all types of frlters, i.e. lowpass, bandpass,

highpass, bandstop, and multiple passband filters, has the same form as * n{t2 ) in

(23s).

Let the polynomia ts P (u2 ¡ and Q 1r2 ¡ V" written as

P n -2^ (rz) = o o+ o 1tz + .. -. + o n -z^ -t@Z(n 
-2n - l) ¡ tã(n -zn )

Q t (.2)=b o+ b /'z + ....*b ¡ -1u2(t 
-1) +.oz (2.36b)

There arc Zln l2l-2^ *f coefficients which control the group delay flatness. For

every set of coefficients (initially obtained using the approximations in chapters

III and IV), the parameters c, and F¡ and K O can be calculated iteratively to

obtain the desired amplitude characteristics. The iterative procedure is similar to

the Remez algorithm [39] in the sense that the extrema of the function are equal-

ized iteratively. For example, for an equal ripple behavior in the passband and

the stopband, the minima of Vn.l.oz) are equalized to 1 in the passband and the

maxima to (¡A'/10-l)/e2 in the stopband (.4" is the minimum stopband attenua-

tion).

(2.36a)
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2.3.1 Amplltude Equallzatlon

Let the characteristic function be written as ( for simplicity the subscripts of

the given polynomials Po-2^(X) ana Ø(X ) have been dropped)'

ir(x ¡=

2where X :@, and

¡:l

r :1.

Á(x):fi Q-c'lx)\Æ

.a2(xlP (xì
Bz(x)Q26)

(2s7)

(2.38a)

(2.38b)

(2.3eb)

(2.40)

I (x )=IT (l-pÍx )

or equivalently,

A (X )=A s+A rX +...+AñX m

B(X):1¡3rX +....+BkXk

The abscissae of the extrema of V afe the positive real zeros of

(?¡t +tP \BO -2@B +BOVP

(2.3ea)

rlr:
83Q3

where dot (.) denotes the derivative with respect to X. The zeros of rit include

the zeros of .4 (X ) which are the zeros of V(X ) in the passband. Thus the roots of

the equatíon

(zPA +AP )80 -2(OB +BQ)AP :0 (2.41')

determine the abscissae of the extrema. This equation is of degree n -m *k +I -l-
Since only positive real zeros of this equation are of interest, efficiant algorithms

can be developed to find the roots. Especially with the knowledge of the

A



approximate locations of the extrema (between the zeros of iF(X)), fast simple

routines prove to be practical (e.g. using nested intervals). Let the positive real

zeros of the equation (2.41) be denoted by X i,where

X¡ a¡) X¡ í =trm *k (2.42',)

( The notation i:l,m means i =l to i:m inclusive). For a desired amplitude

characteristic

tP(x¡):V¡ i =l,m tk (2.43)

v(o"2¡:1 otc: a cutof f f requcncY

For an equal-ripple passband, equal-ripple stopband lowpass filter
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i =lrm
í =m *l,m *k

1
v,

1=(lt''l10 -t)/.2

Rearrange X, such that

xì í:l,m
í=m*l
í =m *2,k *m *l

(2.44)

(2.4s>

(2.46)

(2.4t)

x I c

x¡-t

where

X"=@?

From (237) and (2.4a)

Az(x¡)r (x¡ ) ,

B\iñ\ííI,='t'

{T

í:lrm *l
í:m *2rk *m #l

where

l (2.48)
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(2.4e)

which from (2.39) results in

Ao+A¿, +....+a 
^*!n-r,nÈ¡ -....-t ¡B¡*.!=r¡ i:l,m +¿ +1 (250)

In matrix representation

cy=r (2sl)

where

Equivalently

1ir
7xz

c-

ffi=(-r)i-'^rffi:,,

xT
çril¿r2

-r
-r

lxt
Å,

. -rË1l

. -ry'^k

(2s2)
1ft x tl -rtXi - -r¡X k

t

| *^+*+t 'il*r*, -rm*k+l*n+*+l ' -rm***tf,
k
¡ll+t+l

y=(Áo .,{1 .... A^ B t Bz....Bt)r (2s3)

r=(r t r 2 .... rr¡ +t +1)r (2.s4)

The matrix C will be nonsingular if a proper choice of initial parameters is made,

i.e.* -., r))i,. Thircondition together with (2.49) guarantees asolution for (2.51).
¡+l I

The set of equations in (250) can be solved using for example the general triangu-

larization procedure, or an iterative procedure. The solution of (250) determines

AOto.á, and B rto BO, and hence a new set of oi, Êi, and KO. The iteration

may continue until the changes in these parameters decrease below some

prescribed value. The iterative procedure is normally convergent if .ft+1>.fd,

because of the fact that a solution always exist.
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2.3.2 Group Delay Equallzatlon

Let the transfer function of the reciprocal ûlter be written as

s

I/ (r ):

msLI
k c¡szi
j:0 (2ss)

(2s6)

n

where the poles s i are in the LHP and are either real or in complex conjugate

pairs. The phase of I/ (s ) evaluated at s =j co is

O(,):kî +É 
", 

+ f t""-t';l'

fI('-")
I =l

where

s¡ =o¡ *j )t, o¡ ( 0

and

0
if c¡azi (-Iy> o

ft-
lif c¡u?i (-1Y < o

The group delay evaluated at frequency ol is

rr¡> 0

ms.aaj:r
ms.Hj:r

(2s7)

where the discontinuities due to Irr term in $(r,l) are ignored, because of their

occurrence in the stopband. Thus the poles of the transfer function determine

the group delay. The poles of Il (s ) are the LHP zeros of the equation

1+e2Vo (-rt)=0 (258)
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or from (2.37)

Bzet\e(-s2)+e2a'(-t')p (-"2):o Q5e)

For a set of coefficients of P1r2¡ *a Q(r2),the group detay in the passband is

evaluated and through the imposition of constraints, such as equal'ripple, interpo-

lation or least-mean-sguares, a ne\r set of values for the coefficients is obtained.

With the new set of parameters, the procedure 23.1 is repeated and the iterative

procedure continues until the constraints on the group delay are satisfied with

some tolerance. In the next sections, standard methods [39] for the interpolation,

equal-ripple, and least-mean-squafes approximation of the grouP delay afe

described.

2.3.2.L Interpolatlon Method

In this method the group delay is required to meet the constraints

t(o¡)=r¡ i =l,no (2.60)

where ro¡ are predetermined, or evaluated in each iteration, and 'îi {e given

values. Since the group delay and the amptitude characteristics are interrelated,

apriori knowledge of. t, for a desired amplitude characteristic is almost impossi-

ble, hence a more Practical constraint on r (ol) can be

r(<,r¡)=r¡ *ts i =l,no Q'61)

where r9 is a constant to be determined. For a fitter with constant group delay in

the passband

r(<,r¡)=ro i =l,no Q'62)

The frequencíes or, can be chosen to be the critical frequencies of the group
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delay, i.e. its maxima or minima. In any case the number of frequencies must be

greatef than the number of parameters to be determined, by one' Since the

number of parametefs are usually larger than the number of group delay maxima

(minima), this method is more suitable for ûlters with the maximum number of

amplitude ripples in the passband. Let the grouP delay be written as

r =f (a rø gg 11...--¡ø,n -2^ -1rb grb y....rb* -t) (2.63)

or

where

r (o¡,p)l (, p tp 2,....Pn -2n +k) (2.64)

(2.6s)

(2.67)

P¡

(o, -,_{- 
[å, -' +z,,--l

ì =l,n-2m
í =n -2m *t ,no=n-2m *k

If parametefs p í a¡e varied by Ap ¡ , the group delay can be written as

t (or,p *Ap) =r (or,p) +Ar (2.66)

where r(or,p+Ap) can be expanded in Taylor series including only the first

derivatives as

t (o,p iAp)= 
" 
(r,p) *(#lt ¡n lAp I

lpl
<<1

The ûrst order approximation in (2.67) is accurate enough for the interpolation

procedure as long as the group delay varies smoothly. This occurs when the group

detay varies parabolically near the solution. Therefore the initial values of the

parameters p i ate important for the convergence of the procedure. For a set of

parameters p, the group delay r(r,p) is evaluated at frequency crr' and the varia-

tions of the group delay with respect to each parameter is also obtained. Then

lrom (2.67) and (2.62)
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Ia"(r¡,p) |Iup I

T

Ap-to:-" (..¡ ,p) i :l,no

The equations in (2.68) can be written explicitly as

(2.68)

(2:r0)

#Äo'* *ffo"' -f0 : -"(tl,p)

2.3.2.8 Equel Ripple Approxlmatlon

For the Chebyshev or equal ripple approximation (to a constant) , the

extrema of the group delay are equalized in the same manner as was discussed in

section 23.1 lot the amplitude approximation. From (257) the abscissae of the

extrema are the zeros of the equation

.IfrÐÃpt* -1¿ : -r(or¡,P) Q.69)

ð r (or".,p)
---apr+dPt

*Woo,, -ro : -r(ooo,p)

The set of equations in (2.68) are solved for Ap and r, to determine a new set of

parameters (p+Ap). The iterations continue until a desired accuracy is reached.

For the set of pafameters P / to P n-2m ¡p t ng=tt -2m *k *1 points are necessary

for interpolation.

nsLJ
i:1

2o¡ (o¡-I¡)

¡of +1r-L,¡2¡2
=Q

For a set of parameters p, the poles si are obtained which determine the abscissae

ftom (2.70). Let the abscissae be ordered such that ot¡ +1> {o¡ , then for the equal

ripple. behavior of the grouP delay between ,0h ^d r 0l

Ia"('¡,p) IIap I
Ap-ro=-r(.o¡,p) i :l,no (2it)
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where

f0:
{;::

if r(co¡ ,P) a minímunt

if r(or¡ ,P) a maximum

There u" Z¡i1-Zn +t *2 unknowns which can be determined from the set of

equations in (2.77), provided that n O:ZÍTl-Zm *l *2. Itrith the new set of

pÍúametefs the iteration is repeated until a desired accuracy is reached

2.3.2.C Le¡st-Mean-Squares Approxlmatlon

In this method the group clelay is evaluated at a prescribcd set of frequencies

in the passband, and then the sum of the squares of the differences from the aver-

age value is minimízed. For the set of frequencies tl¡, the sum f' (.'p) can be

written as (the method is equalty appticabte to the case where the approximation

is to an arbitrary function of to)

í =1,n, (2:t3)

ng ng

F(',p)=I ("{rr,p)-"0)2=I tr('¡,n)lz (2'72)

j:r i:l

where õ is the vector of c,r¡, ild rg is the average of the group delays. At a

minimum, F must satisfY

ä*lp+ap=o

where 
" r:2Íîl-2m +t is the total number of coefficients to be determined' A

first order approximation for É (õ,p)=4ßLP) yíelds
ðp¡

a2F (õ,p)
ôp¡ðpr

ðF (õ,pl *
n1

sLIôp¡ t-1
APr:o i =1,n, (2.74)
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or in matrix form

V F (õ,p)+f/ (õ,p)Ap:O Q.7s)

The Hessian matrix ff (r,p) contains the second order derivatives of F. There-

fore from (2:12) and (2.74)

rg
s.-Jj:r

where E¡ denotes f'(o¡,n) for simplicity. In matrix form

ÉAp=-;r"

where

n:Ãr e+HE

Ap =(Ap 1,Ap 2,...,Lp n,)r

ôEt ðEt ðEt
ôpt ôpz ðPn,

¿Eno 6gno ðEno

ôpt ðpz ' ðPn,

azE t azEz ¿z9no

ap? ðPßPz ðPPP,,,

ô28 t
ðpzðpt

å,[å.# k *u, #,lLP-o i =1,n,

ô28 t 628 no

E (2i6)

(2:t7)

(2.78a)

(2.78b)

(2.78Æ)

(2:te)

E:(E tQz,..' En)'

Ã

H

ðp PP,,, ðp P P,,,

(2.80)
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If the initial approximation is near the optimum of F, the second derivatives may

be ignored, which results in

(2.81)

where ã is positive deûnite. The solution of the equation (2i7) determines Ap

and hence a new set of parameters (p+Ap). The iterations continue until a

desired accuracy is reached. For a poor initial approximation the Process may

diverge, a remedy to this problem is achieved by damping the Ap [a0]. Thus it is

made certain that in each iteration F decreases; in case of an increase Ap is

damped by matrix ó, which is determined from the information contained in F

and Ap. The least-mean-squares method is especially suitable for the approxima-

tion of transfer functions with fewer than the maximum number of passband rip-

ples. The frequencies orj can be located in the linear-phase band equidistantly or

in any other fashion. If the group delay flatness is more emphasized in some part

of the passband, a weight function, W (r) may be used to magnify the error func-

tion at the frequencies of interest. Thus the weighted error function E *(t¡,P)
can be written as

E * (r i,p)=W (t¡ Þ (or¡,P) (2.82')

The weight function W (.) is chosen to be a continuous function to avoid any

problems with the convergence of the procedure.

2.3.3 Determln¡tion of the Transfer Function

The transfer function of the filter with the characteristic function given in

(235) is uniquely determined from its poles and zeros. The poles of the transfer

function are obtained from (2.58) and (259). The zeros can be obtained from the

zeros of the equation

n:ÃT ¡
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fi 1r +B¡, \e,?,')=o (2.83)

(2.u)

Let the poles and the zeros be denoted by p¡ and z¡, fospectively' The gain con-

stant of the transfer function is obtained from

t:l

('0-

n

¡ :l

i:1

fI lpr t

I

The resulting transfer function

H(r)= (2.8s)

has a minimum attenuation of zero dB in the passband, i.e. llf (¡ to)1."r=1. If the

specifications require a minimum attenuation of aO in the passband, one may shift

the attenuation levels for design speciûcations and thus the gain constant foi this

case becomes

ó s=Ç tlQ-øe 
/2o (2.86)

The group delay of a selective filter is mainly related to the coefficients of

the numerator polynomial, hence t the degree or. Qt (,o2) is increased gradually

until the group delay specifications are met. As it has been stated before, the

number of passband ripples also affect the group delay flatness in the passband. A

proper choice of I and rn is made judiciously and by exprience. If the filter

characteristics are not satisfactory the degree of the frlter is increased and the pro-

cedure continues until the speciûcations are met.

It is assumed that the approximation in maximally flat norm is nonoptimum'

For a maximally flat approximation of the amplitude response, the characteristic

2(k +I

0n
t:I

(" -r¡ )G

(" -p¡)II
i=1
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function of the ûlter is written as

(2.8t)

where m is the degree of flatness at og (for og:0 substitute m in place of.2m).

The procedure for the amplitude equalization is the same as 23.1. For a maxi'

mally flat group delay of degree rz

"oË 
c, (r2-ro')' +R(nz)<ùzo-+z

¡=l

i:0
t (or2¡:

tD Ç a)tz
(2.88)

where

(2.8e)

Thus for the group delay equalization, the ûrst rz *1 coefficients of the denomina'

tor and numerator polynomials in (257) expanded about org2 are equalized itera-

tively (with coefficient rs). The procedure is similar to the procedure for equal

ripple approximation.

D(iùP=fG¡('
i:0

z-r&)í



CHAPTER IIT

MINIMUM.PHASE FILTERS

This chapter is concerned with the determination of minimum-phase transfer

functions which are used as initial approximations for the optimization procedure

of chapter II. Minimum-phase filters are attractive for some applications where

the simplicity of the network realization is of interest. The amplitude and phase

characteristics of this class of filters are related through the Hilbert transform

equations and the linear phase bandwidth is inversely proportional to the selec'

tivity of the ûlter [17] defined bY

S =A, /Ao (3.1)

where .áo is the maximum passband attenuation and .4, is the minimum stopband

attenuation.

3.1 Lowpass Fllters

The transfer function of a minimum-phase transfer function can be written

as

coII(t+Bfs2)
Ë1 (s )=

a g*a1s *....*an -1s 
o -l *sn

(2k=n) (32)

where l/p¡ are the ûnite transmission zeros. If all the transmission zeros are

located at infinity (9¡ =0), the resulting filter is referred to as all-pole filter.

There are n +& +1 degrees of freedom which can be distributed between the

amplitude and group delay characteristics. If for example the amplitude response

is required to have three extrema in the passband with monotonic stopband, n -3

out of the total n *1 degrees of freedom can be used to equalíze the group delay.

¡:l
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For a filter with a maximally flat gfoup delay or equal ripple gfoup delay

with the maximum number of ripples, atl the degtees of freedom are used to

equalize the group delay with no control over the amplitude response. As a result

the amplitude response has poor selectivity. Since the group delay variation is usu-

ally required to be small only in a part of the passband, one may decrease the

degrees of flatness of the group delay, and use the remaining degrees for the

improvement of the amplitude characteristics. Because of the interdependence of

the amplitude and phase characteristics, the denominator polynomial which deter'

mines the group delay can not be obtained independently from the numerator

polynomial without the sacriûce of the selectivity.

3.1.1 Maxlmally Flat GrouP DelaY

For a filter of degree n and with a maximally flat group delay the frrst n -1

derívatives of the group delay with respect to t¡¡2 
^re 

zelo at c,r=[, (the group

delay is an even function of frequency and hence the odd order derivatives with

respect to crl are identicallY zerc.)

f .:o í:lrn -l (33)

Let the denominator polynomial be written as

D,, (s )=E (s2) +sr (s ) (3.4)

where f ("2) and sF(s2) are the even and odd parts, respectively. The phase of

the denominator polynomial can be obtained from

0(r)=tan-1
(,)F( _12)

n ?rz)

d¡ r(az\
¿ (tz)t

For an ideat linear phase Ô(t)=r, and hence

(35)
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(3.6)

a rational approximation to tano can be obtained from the continued fraction

expansion of tanro L41,52J, truncated to z fractions as

(d (3.7)tano=
^2c

.2c2-

rr¡F l-ol2)
=tanú)g (-r2)

1

,2cn-l-7-
Ln

where c^=Zm -1. Thus

sF ls2l--.---¡-¿:
s (rz)

1+

.f (3.8)
2s

^23+o

s2

2n-l

It can be shown [42] that the denominator polynomial Dn (t ) obtained from (3.8)

can also be obtained from the recursion formula

(3.e)

where D'(s)=1, D1(s)=1*s. The last coefficient cn has the least effect on the

group delay at low frequencies. For a maximally flat group delay with r¡ degrees

of fiatness cn=2n-1; the number of degrees of flatness decreases i[. cn*2n-1.

The continued fraction in (3.8) is actuatly the Hurwitz expansion of the denomina-

tor polynomial, and hence for any positive cn the denominator polynomial

remaíns Hurwitz.
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3.1.2 Equat RtpPle GrouP DelaY

The group delay of the polynomial Do (t ), can have a maximum of n

extfema. The procedure of section 2.3.2.8 can be used to obtain equal ripple

characteristics. There are extensive tables U1,l2l which provide the zeros of the

polynomial Dn(s) for a variety of ripple widths. For small group delay variations,

the phase may be approximated by 0:t, and hence a continued fraction similar

to (3.g) but with a different set of coefficients may be obtained. The Hurwitz con-

tinued fraction of the denominator polynomial determines the coefficients. The

variation of the last coefficient cn, reduces the group delay flatness with negligible

effects on the ripple width. For any positive cn , the denominator polynomial

remains Hurwitz and is obtained from (3.8).

3.1.3 Amplltude Equallzation

The coefficient cn generates a degree of freedom which can be used to yield

an equal ripple amplitude fesPonse. The extrema are equalized in a procedure

similar to the iterative procedure of section 23.1. The amplitude of the transfer

function can be written as

1 +f n,'zi
j:1A:lHUr)l= (3.10)

(")G

where G(or2¡:lD(¡c,r)12. The abscissae of the extrema are determined from the

zeros of the equation (X =or2)

j rr"r¡=o x =a2 (3.11)
t

2G (x x t /Bjx i -\-tdc (x)/dxl(t+
j:1 j:r

Let the real positive zeros be denoted by X¡ and ordered such that X¡ *1) X¡ ' For

an equal ripple amplitude resPonse in the stopband
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Bü¡+B;,(,2+....+Brxi=(-l)' to-e'[201@)-l í =3,3*k (3.12)

where,4" is the minimum stopband attenuation. The set of equations in (3.12) are

solved f.or B¡ and the iteration continues until a desired accuracy is reached. For

the equalization of the passband ripple, determine the variation of the amplitude

function at X2and use a Êrst order approximation to evaluate the new co' The

amplitude function evaluated ú *.2( new X2 due to Acn), can be approximated as

Â (c n +à,c o)=A ("n )*Acn ft , *,,",

Since .Â (c,, +Acn )=1

(3.13)

(3.14)

dco

and hence the new cn is obtained (ôn=cn*Aco). The derivative $ can be
ðco

approximated by

ðA ô.4 (3.1s)

Ç'*""'- õ""

where ô.4 is the variation of ,A evaluate d at X 2 and cn , due to small varíation of

cn. The procedure continues until a desired accufacy is reached.

It can be shown anal¡ically that when the positive coefficient c,¡ approaches zero,

a large peak appears in the passband.

The maximum passband attenuation is obtained from

Ap=-Z}loúz (3.16)

where.A2 is the amplitude evaluated at X2.The cutoff frequency of the resulting

filter, toc, can be obtained from the positive real zeros of the equation
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(t+B { +....+Bkx')'-¡|c (x ):o

ffo",*;fto co-1:r-A

ff o", * #u n -r:rQ-Ae 
tzo -A

(3.17)

Let the largest zeto be denoted by X^ , then -"=\¡T^. For a specific cutoff fre-

^ 
@" . r -r- -,1 ¡^- - i^ ¿L^ ¿-^-^r^-quency ô", *r is substituted for s in the transfer function. The maximum
tJ, c

passband attenuation of the resulting filter with one free palameter, cr' can not

be equalized to a desired value, unless a second degree of freedom is generated by

changing cn-.. The ûlter with two pÍuameters co and cn-1 of course has a lower

degree of flatness for the group delay. For a passband loss .Áo, the parameters cn

and cn-1 are inversely related rt Âo-eo is small. In fact [43]

Cncn-¡= k ¡
(3.18)

Ao= kzco-kg

where k1, k2 and &3 Íue positive constants. The constant &1 is determined readily,

while t2 and k3r;e determined from the two equations obtained for Ao nd Â0.

The passband loss may also be equalized by the equalization of the extrema dis-

cussed in this section. For the function with two parameters co and cn-t, the two

equations

at X=X2 (3.1ea)

at X=X1

determine Âcn, and Â"n-t and hence co and cn-1îfQ obtained iteratively.

(3.leb)
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3.1.4 Deslgn Examples

In this section three design examples are given for filters of degree 6, where

the coefficients c5 and c5 of the continued fraction are va¡ied for amplitude

equalization. The cutoff frequencies írre normaltzed (t" =1)'

Example I

In this example the group delay is maximally flat and the amplitude response

is monotonic in the stopband, hence all B¡ in (3.10) 
^Íe 

zelo. The application of

theprocedureinsection3'l3yieldscs=l5.4andc6=l.S9forapassbandlossof2

dB. The poles of this filter are given in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the attenuation

and group delay characteristics of this ûlter.

Example 2

In this s¡ample the group delay is equal ripple with a maximum va¡iation of

lVo. The procedure of section 3.13 yields the poles given in Table 1 for the all'

pole transfer function. The parameters c5 and c6 îne varied by ljl and 0389,

respectively for a passband loss of 1.75 dB. It was found that the relations between

c 5, c 6, ^áo and .Á, can be exPressed as

IsIo= 0533 (3.20)

Ap= 1.81275-0.717

Á" = -19.83y6+56J4

ô5
'Y5=-

c5

ê6
ro=lç6

where
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and ô5 and ô6 are the varied coefficients. The attenuation and group delay

characteristics of this ûlter are shown in Fig. 4.

Example 3

The speciûcations for this example are the same as those for the þ¡ample 2,

except for the attenuation in the stopband which is equal ripple with a minimum

of $ dB. The transfer function has one finite transmission zero and thus in (3.10)

¡ç is equal to 1. The procedure of section 3.13 yields the poles and zeros given in

Table 1. Figure 5 shows the attenuation and group detay characteristics of this

û[ter. An examination of Figures 3, 4, and 5 shows that the filter with equal rip-

ple group detay has a lower passband loss for the same stopband attenuation.

Thus the filter with equal ripple group delay is more selective than the one with

the maximally flat group delay. The ûlter with a ûníte transmission zero is more

selective than the atl-pole ûlter, but at the expense of a reduction ín the group

delay flatness.

Table 1

Poles and Zeros of the Designed Filters

Design Example

1

Poles Zetos

-0.t92139 -'- j 0.966218
-0.4y2652 -F j 0560940
-0.6374v È j 0.182176

2 -0.w7674 + i 0.973229
-0.485479 + j 0.674001
_0.4e1990 + j0.249604

3 -0.æ4963 + j0.976963 0.t j 1.705190

-0.558355 + i 0.286728
_0.593187 + i 0.77829t
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3.2 Bandpass Filters

Bandpass filters with the exact maximally flat or equal ripple group delay

about a center frequency, can be obtained numerically f10,16,27,44] using the

iterative methods discussed in chapter II. These approximations utilize all the

degrees of freedom for the group delay equalization and as a result the amplitude

cha¡acteristics have low selectivities. Linear phase bandpass filters may be

obtained through the transformations of the lowpass ûlters derived in section 3.1

[a5]. The transformation is required to preserve the group delay characteristics of

the lowpass filter about the center frequency org. Let the poles of the lowpass

filter given in (3.2) be denoted by s¡ i for the required transformation the poles of

the bandpass filter may be obtained as [46]

pí:s¡ *j o¡o í =l/t (321)

a

P¡+n=P¡

where ls¡ I < c,rg. The resulting bandpass filter is of degree 2n and for

or" (( org, the group delay in the passband is approximately symmetrical in the

arithmetical sense, i.e.

r(<os*Aor)= r(o¡o-Ao) Âor( ar" (322)

In fact the group delay is approximately equal to the lowpass group delay r¡

evaluated at the frequency or-crrg, i.€.

r(c,¡)= t¡ (or-t'rs) (323)

The transfer function zeros are to be determined to complete the approximation
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3.2.1 Transmlsslon 7*tos et 7*ro or Infinlty

The transfer function of this class of filters may be written as

3.2.2 Bandpnss Fllterc wtth Flnttc Transmlsslon Zeros

The transfer function of this class of filters can be written as

G^sñH(s)=f
fI(" -P,)
I =1.

For an even n, the amplitude function can be made approximately symmetrical in

the a¡ithmeticat sense if. m =f [10]. Thus the resulting Êlter has a¡ithmetical sym-

metfy about tog in both the amplitude and the grouP delay characteristics.

(3.24)

(32s)

,'fi (t+cr2s2)

H(t)=
2n

(4k +m-2n)j:r

fI (' -p, )
¡ -l

The amplitude characteristics can be made approximately symmetrical about <rtg in

the a¡ithmetical sense if the lowpass ûlter has an even degree r and [43]

n

^=r-r (r>o) (3.26)

1

t

Ito* p;
1

j =l,k

Iro- p,

ct

j =k *1,2k

Q.n)
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3.2.3 Deslgn Examplcs

Two design examples are given for the filters of degree 12(n:6), with equal

ripple group delay. The group delay variation is to be within lVo in the linear'

phase band. The passband loss is to be 1.75 dB. The passband is to extend from

0.875 to 1.1?5 lor a normalized center frequency (to:l). The speciûcations a¡e

the same as those for the Examples 2 and 3 of section 3.1.4, and hence the lowpass

ûlters derived ín those examples can be used. For the required bandwidth (025)'

the lowpass filters must be frequency scaled by kr=0.125, which is equivalent to

the multiplication of the lowpass poles and zeros by &r.

Example 4

In this s¡ample the transfer function zeros are to be located at either zero or

infinity. Therefore the lowpass ûlter of Example 2 in section 3.1.4 is used. There

are three zeros at zerc (m =T=Ð.

Example 5

In this example the transfer function has two finite transmission zeros (k =1)

and hence from (3.26), there a¡e two zeros at zelo (m =2).

The poles and zeros of the frlters designed in Examples 4 and 5 are given in

Table 2. The attenuation and group delay characteristics are shown in Fig. 6. An

examination of Fig. 6 reveals the excellent aithmetical symmetry of both the group

delay and the amplitude response wíth negligible errors in meeting the

specifications. Resistively-terminated LC-network realizations of these frlters are

gíven in Fig. 7 with the element values given in Table 3.
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Table 2

Poles and Zeros of the Designed Filters

LI

c4
c

6

L c

\

(a)

c I
cg

R
L

7
c

tg,o

L

"4

C
5

(b)

Design Example

4

Poles Zeros Go

4.4s656 10-s-0.011963 +- ¡ t.tteã03
-0.011963 + j 0.88û7q7
-0.0se463 r j 1.082ss3
_0.059463 + ¡ 0.917447
-0.060260 + i 1,OÐSTZ
-0.060260 + ¡0.9694?ß

0. (tripple)

5 _0.07273t 1- i t.095427
-0.07n31 + i0.904574
_0.011644 _+- ¡ 1.119787
_0.011644 -'- j 0.880213
-0.068461 + j 1.03s156
_0.068461 {- ¡ 0.964844

0. (double)
0. r j t.ztea7s
0. È j 0.79t926

4.68813 10-4

Fig. ? Network realizations for ûlters in Table 2, (a) Example 4, (b) Example 5.
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Table 3

Element Values for the Networks in Fig. 7

Network Rr:Rr:lo 
'

L,:10.1437
L1:0Jn$g
L"^:8.06247
v):rc.uoa
Li:11.3209
L"o,:o'76sgzl

L (Henry), C

C,:0.099732
Clr:S.1g06t
C'^:0.142773
cj:o.oeogts
cs:0.646322
C--:0.646322
c3:o.toosst
Clr:t'ZZøm

C,:2.15689
C/r:5'1906t
C".:8.35960
c):u.øsm
Cl:0.612585
CJ-:337524
C9:1.11981
C/^:1.65974
cog:o'64717

(Farad)

(a)

(b) L,:1114534
Lt¡:}it4l14S
L--:0.081829
L):o.o?tsto
Li:1'93sgs
L--:1.71248
LT=r'gffize



CHAPTER IV

NONMINIMUM.PHASE FILTERS

The design of nonminimum-phase filters is considered in this chapter. The

resulting filters may be further optimized using the procedure of chapter II. The

amplitude and group delay cha¡acteristics for this class of filters are less depen-

dent on each other than the minimum-phase filters and as a result the amplitude

equalization can be accomplished relatively independent from the group delay

characteristics. The group delay which is determined by the denominator polyno-

mial can be maximally flat or equal rípple in the passband. The linear phase

bandwidth can coyer the entire or a pÍut of the passband. The amplitude

response is either monotonic or has a prescribed number of maxima of desired

amplitudes in the stopband. The amplitude response in the passband is either max-

imally flat or has a prescribed number of minima with the desired amplitudes.

4.1 Lowpass Fllters

The transfer function of this class of ûlters can be written as

k

\ ø, 'zi¡r(')=jþ
1*! ø¡si

d:1

(4.1)

There ate n+k +1 degrees of freedom which can be distributed between the

group delay and amplitude characteristics. The denominator polynomial which

determines the group delay can be decoupled from the numerator polynomial in

the process of approximation. Since the group delay and amplitude characteristics

are not independent, this may result in some constraints on the amplitude extrema

in the passband. The denominator polynomial is of degree r¡ and hence there are

z degrees of freedom for the group delay equalization. For minimum-phase filters
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a reduction in the degrees of flatness resulted in a sharp increase in amplitude

selectivity. The free parameters were evaluated from the amplitude specifrcations'

For nonminimum-phase filters with the separation of amplitude and group delay

equalizations, the free parameters can be evaluated only from the group delay

specifications.

4.1.1 Determlnatton of the Denomlnator Polynomial

The denominator polynomiat D (s ) is obtained in a procedure similar to that

used for minimum-phase ûlters. Let the continued fraction expansion lor D (s) be

written as

sF ls2)
J:

r (r2)

s (42)
2sct*

cz*:
s 2

cn

where for a maximally flat group delay c¡=2í -1. A polynomial with equal ripple

group delay can be obtained using the iterative procedure of section 2j.28 of.

chapter II, or from other sources Ul,12l. The continued fraction expansion for

this polynomial determines the coefficients c¡. As for the minimum'phase filters,

the coefficients cn and cn-1 control the group delay flatness. For minimum-phase

filters these coefficients were evaluated for an equal ripple amplitude response in

the passband. For nonminimum-phase filters they are evaluated from the grouP

delay specifications, but since they also control the amplitude response, the

evaluation is iterative. For any set of positive coefficients, the denominator poly-

nomial remains Hurwitz and is obtained from (4.2) or from the recursion formula

D," +r(s )=D ^(, )+4D. -r(s )CmCm*l
m =lrn -l (43)
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where Ds(s):1, D1(s )=1*s.

4.1.2 Dete:rmlnatlon of the Numerator Polynomlal

The numerator polynomial is obtained using an iterative procedure similar to

that of section 2.3.1 in chapter IL For the equal-ripple approximation, the extrema

of the amplitude response in the passband and the stopband are equalized itera-

tively.

Let the amplitude function e (r2) be written as

.4 (o2¡: lrl (.¡ <,r) I =
¿ (o¡21

\æ

where

B (az):B o*B 1o2+.-. -*B ¡ øT

G (ø2)= lD (.¡ or) lT=l*G p2 + --.--+G nøh

There arc k *l degrees of freedom (B¡) for the amplitude equalization.

Maxtmalty Flat Approxlmatlon

For a maximalty flat amptitude response with n¡ degrees of flatness

d¡ ¡(u?l
¿ (rz)t

f r=o '=lrnl

Hence from (4.4) and (a.6)

(4.4)

(45)

(4.6)

i:lrn¡ (4.7)*É f ',u,=o,D 0 , :0j:0

The solution of the set of equations in (4.7) determines the coefficients B1 to Br,



for an arbitrary value of Bg. For zero attenuation at o:0, BO:1.The equations

are solved readily, since 81 is determined from the first equation (i=1), 82 is

determined from the second equation (i:2), etc.

For a maximally flat amplitude response the remaining degrees of freedom

(k -r¡ ) are used for the stopband equalization. The filter is designed î.or k -n¡

stopband maxima. Let the stopband maxíma be denoted by .A¡, where for the

minima of the stopband attenuation.Á",

-A,.fmt (4.8)Á¡ =10 í =lrk -nf

From (4.4), (4:l), and (4.8)

sa B¡x!=(-r)ia,1@)- fu
j=0 ixl i =l,k -nÍ
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k
(4.e)

j:n¡ +l

where X¡ are the abscissae of the extrema of the amplitude function.{(X),

(X=<o2), ordered such that,X¡+r)X¡. The abscissae are obtained from the posi'

tive real zeros of the equation

(4.10)2G (x)dB (x)/dx -B (x)dc (x)/dx:0

The iterative procedure begins with the initial guess of. X¡ constrained by

X¡+t)X¡. The solution of (4.9) determines a set of coefficients (Bnr*1 to B¡)

which determine a ne\u set of X¡ from (4.10). The iteration continues until a

desired accuracy is reached.

General-Passband, General-Stopband Approxlmatlon

Let the extrema of the amplitude function in the passband and the maxima

of the amplitude function in the stopband be denoted by Á¡ where
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A¡=1g-Ao,f2o í =!,f,P (4.11)

-A- mA¡=lQ 
"'r'-- 

í =no*lrk +l

The amplitude response is assumed to have np extfema in the passband and

k *!-n, maxima in the stopband. The extrema of the Passband attenuation are

denoted by Ap,. From (a.a) and (4'11)

k_
I n,x!=o./¡.,@ í =l,k *l g'12)

i:0

where

c¡= tl
í:1,n,

-l)t-ry í) no

The X¡ are the abscissae of the extrema of the amplitude function ,4 (X ) ordered

such that X¡+t)X¡. The X¡ are obtained from the positive real zeros of equation

(4.10). As for the maximally flat case, the iterative solution of equations (4.10)

and (4.12) determines the coefficients B¡. The numerator polynomial is then

obtained as

(4.13)

For equal ripple group delay and small values of. Ao,, the number of amplitude

extrema may exceed & +1 as a result of the solution of equation (a.10). In this case

the iterative procedure equalizes some of the extrema in the passband and hence

the rest of the extrema afe unconstrained. The coefficients B¡ arc obtained from

N (s2¡:É (-rfar"'i
i:0

,t

la,x!=o,¡A¡\,æ; í=n,-k,n,
j:0

(4.14)

where n, of. the total n, extrema are equalized. Although the number of abscissae
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is larger than the number of equations, the procedure is convergent due to fhe

speciûed group delay and the dependence of amplitude and group delay charac-

teristics. For equal ripple passband, equal ripple stopband

Ar,=4, (4.1s)

lo
oo,:Vo

i -no:even integer

otherwíse

The cutoff frequency (ol") of the designed filter is determined from the equation

Bz(x)-to-+noc (x ):g (4.16)

Let the largest positive root be denoted by X^, then .":\rÇ,. For a desired

cutoff frequency ô", the complex frequency s is scaled by È'
ú)c

ûtc

4.2 B¡ndpass Filters

The even degree transfer function can be written as

(2k +m = 2n)
,'É b¡sz,i

j:0
2n

2ot
i:l

+

(4.77>f/ (s)=
I

As for the minimum-phase bandpass filters the denominator polynomial can be

obtained numerically 110,?i7l for the exact maximally flat or equal ripple grouP

delay characteristics. The denominator polynomial can also be obtained through

the transformation of lowpass poles as discussed in section 32 of chapter III. The

latter provides excess degrees of freedom which control the group delay flatness

and the amplitude selectivity. For a set of coefficients c¡, the polynomial D(s) is

obtained from (4.2) or (43). Let the zetos of this polynomial (lowpass poles) be

s
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denoted by s¡, the poles of the bandpass frlter are obtained as

p¡ =Is¡ *j o¡o i =lrn (4.18)

P¡+n=P¡

where úrg is the center frequency and I is the scale factor. The parameter T con-

trols the passband and is evaluated iteratively for the desired bandwidth. For the

set of coefficients c¡ and the parameter "y, the denominator polynomial of the

bandpass filter is obtained from

-kz (420)

where n is assumed to be an even integer and k, is the number of finite transmis-

sion zero pairs. Let the amplitude function be written as

¡'-1

The numerator polynomial is obtained iteratively using a procedure similar to that

of section 4.12. The amplitude response can be maximally flat or have extrema of

desired amplitudes in the passband. For an approximately arithmetically symmetri-

cal amplitude response, the number of zeros at o¡=0 must satisfy

¿n

D¿ (")=> (r-' /p¡)

n

^:,

Á (.): lIf (.¡ or) | : û)"rB (ú¡2l

\Ñ

ð (or2¡: i, u,."
i4

(4.1e)

(421)

where

G (coz¡= IDBU <o) l2:1*Grt2+....+G znt4n

(422)
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Maxlmally Flat Approxlmatlon

For a maximally flat amplitude response about c'lg

to
, =lrnf (423)

where n¡ is the degree of 6atness. Let the polynomial G (X ) be expanded about

X s:orfr as

d'¡ (<,¡ì

dø¡

c(x)= f e,f*-xo)'
j=0

For a maximally flat amplitude response

-(t í -0,n¡

where

B¡

x^ B2(x'¡:

(424)

(42s)

(426)

(4.27)

2**m -2 B¡(x -xs!
j:0

Thus

1

2B (Xs):(Xl'Bo)

1

¡(r)1¡o¡= !e* ;' -So+x; ^É r),

¡(nr )1¡o¡= dot lx l^
2t *ms

.tL¿
j=0

n,{x -x ùil/dxnt tx:xo

There are n¡ *1 equations in (427) resulting from tbe imposition of the maxi-

mally flat requirement. The other k -nf equations are derived for the required

stopband ch a¡acteristics.
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a (x, ):(-l)t,4, ¡-^G (X ¡) t :=-k, ,k, (428)

where

Á¡ =10 -A,f20

X¡=a?

The abscissae ar.e determined from the positive real zeros of the equation

lmB (x)+Ð{B lc (x )-xB (x) dG (x) :0 (4.2e)
dx

The X¡ are ordered such that

xo=tl (430)

x¡ +r) x¡

For & -n¡ :2k, the equations in (4.27), (428) and (a.29) can be solved for 8¡ and

X¡ iteratively until a desired accuracy is reached.

Equal Rlpple Approxlmatlon

For an equal ripple passband with n, extrema, the equations in (4.28) may be

extended to the passband and hence

ð (X¡)=cr¡^4¡ ¡-^G (X¡) t --k, ,k
,o-l

(431)

dB (x\
dx

np-l
2 2

+

{"

-Aptno

-A,n0

nr-l
2

n--t <í<
2

otherwíse

where

A¡= (432)
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Ao,: Ir
t4

í even

otherwíse
(433)

The abscissae of the extrema a¡e determined from the equation (4.29) and satisfy

the relations (430). For no*Zkr=ft *1, the equations in (a31) and (4.29) can be

solvediteratively î.orB¡ andX¡. Forasetof coefficientsB¡,thenumeratorpoly-

nomial is obtained as

t
N (s ):5n ¡j-0

(434)

The cutoff frequencies of the resulting filter are obtained from the zeros of the

equation

xn B2(x)-lo-e,rmc (x )=o (435)

Let the smallest and the largest positive real zeros of the equation be denoted by

X 1 and X 2, respectively. The lower (<,r¡ ) and higher (o¡ ) cutoff frequencies are

obtained as

,¡:\¡T1 (43ó)

'¡=\¡T2

For small bandwidths (or¡ -ro¡ (( @o), arithmetical symmetry yields

or¡ f{rr¡ =Zlri,o G37)

and thus the parameter "y in (a.18) can be used for the equalization of the cutoff

frequencies. Let the bandwidth of the frlter obtained for 10 after the first itera-

tion be denoted by BW0. For the desired bandwidth BW , the parameter 1 is

predicted to be

,1=nr04- (43g)
" Bwo

(tl n,szi
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The iterations contínue until a desired accuracy is reached.

4.3 Deslgn Examples for Lowpass Filters

Three sets of design sxamples are given for lowpass filters of degree 10 and

with a numerator polynomial of degree 8. The minimum attenuation in the stop-

band is required to be 63 dB. The ûlter transfer function contains two finite

transmission zeros. The 3 dB frequencies are normalized.

Example 6

In this example the group delay and the amplitude characteristics are maxi-

mally flat. There 
^re 

nl =2 degtees of flatness for the amplitude response. In the

continued fraction only parametet cn is varied. Figure I shows the attenuation

and group delay characteristics of the filters designed for three values of ôn. The

poles and zeros of the filter with ô16:95 are given in Table 4.

Example 7

In this s¡ample the group delay is maximally flat but the amplitude resPonse

has equal ripples with n, =3 extrema. The maximum attenuation in the passband

(4) ir 03 dB. Figure 9 shows the attenuation and group delay characteristics of

the designed filters for three values of ô 19.
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Example E

In this example the group delay and the amplitude response have equal ripple

characteristics. The group delay variation in the linear phase band is 036Vo. The

amplitude response has three extrema in the passband with .áo:03 dB. Figure 10

shows the attenuation and group delay cha¡acteristics of the designed filters for

three values of ô1s. the poles and zeros of the fitter with P=O.t are given in
c10

Table 4.

Table 4

Poles and Zeros of the Desigued Filters

Design Example

6

Poles Zetos

-0.184136 1- ì 1.092033
_0:rffi79 _'_ j 0.331815

-0.793301+ j 0.110136
_0.657444 -r- j 0.558550
-0.49677 4 -+- j 0.7982Vt

1- 0.790258 1- i 0340237
0. +- t Z.6Wn
0. .t_ j t.9y162

I _0343040 -'- j 1.051255

-0.12573lJ +_ i 0.9$8ffi
_0305015 + j 0.695840
-0316315 1- j 0.423682
-032ß47 _r_ j 0.141876

+- 0.523902 1- i 036.2463
0. + jz.t90Z93
0. -F j 1.606801
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4.4 Destgn Examples for Bandpass Fllters

Two design examples are gíven for bandpass frlters of degree 12 and with

numerator polynomials of degree 10. The filter transfer function contains one pair

of finite transmission zeros (kr=l). Two zeros are located at zelo for an approxi-

mate amplitude symmetry. The center frequency is normalized and the passband

extends from 0.9 to 1.1 with 3 dB attenuations at the cutoff frequencies.

Example 9

In this example the group delay and the amplitude characteristics are maxi-

mally flat. the minimum stopband attenuations are 45 dB and 40 dB in the lower

and upper stopbands, respectively. Figure 11 shows the attenuation and the group

delay characteristics of the designed filters for two values of ó6. The poles and

zeros of the filter with ê ø=55 are given in Table 5'

Example 10

In this s¡ample the group delay and amplitude characteristics have equal rip-

ples. The amplitude response has three extrema in the passband with maximum

attenuation of 1 dB. The minimum attenuation ín the stopbands is 40 dB. The

group delay va¡iation in the linear-phase band is 0.36Vo. Figure 12 shows the

attenuation and group delay characteristics of the designed ûlters for two values

of ô6.
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Table 5

Poles and Zeros of the Designed Filters

Design Example

I

Poles Zeros

_0.025638 +- j 1.101533

-0.025638 + j 0898467
-0.ffi6577 {_ j 1.018635

-0.ut6577 -'- i 0.981365
-0.a$228 ti1.0s6778
_0.06322g 1- j 0.943222

0. (double)
0. 1- i 1205760
0. 1- i 0.79t443
-t- 0.098869 -'- j 1.m4ó10

4.5 Destgn Example for a Lowpass Fllter wtth Unconstralned Passbatrd Extrema

As mentioned in section 4.12, fot small .,4o the number of amplitude extrema

may exceed the number of coefficients B¡ for the equal ripple group delay charac-

teristic. In this case only some of the extrema in the þassband are equalized in the

approximation procedure.

f,*nmple ll

It is required to design a lowpass ûlter of degree 10 with a numerator polyno-

mial of degree 6, and with one transmission zero. The maximum passband loss and

the minimum stopband loss are required to 0.06 dB and 60 dB, respectively. The

group delay variation ín the linear-phase band is to be less than 0.47Vo. The appli-

cation of the iterative procedure of section 4.12 with 
ê-* 

=g.7g resulted in frve

extfema in the passband. The last three extrema ," ,O"Tlrsband (i:4,5,6) were

equalized. It was found that the unconstrained extrema \ilere within the tolerance

range (lJ}-etfzor. The attenuation and group detay characteristics of this ûlter

are shown in Fig. 13. The poles and zeros are gíven in Table 6'
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Table 6

Poles and Zeros of the Designed Filter

Design Example

11

Poles Zetos

-0.375980 + j t.1760Æt
-0.133807 + j 1.085363

-0.3306se ! j 0.775732
_0.341860 + j 0.471808
-0.3Á6774 1- t O.757n5

0. {- j 1.896818
+- 0.706306 1- i 0393221



CHAPTER V

DIGTTAL FILTERS

The approximation procedure for digital, analog switched, and interdigital

commensurate transmission line filters is similar to the procedure of chapter II.

The main difference is due to the digital complex frequency z: the digital ûlter

characteristics are specified for the real frequency O and hence the frlter transfer

function is evaluated for ,=eilr, unlíke analog frlters for which 5:j<rr. The

resulting amplitude and group delay characteristics are functions of the variable

cosf) T.

The approximation methods for digital ûtters are catagorized as FIR (finite

impulse response) and IIR (infinite impulse responso) methods. The FIR filters

with exact linear phase are nonoptimum and the degree of the filter is very large

for a selective amplitude response. The design of FIR filters may be regarded as a

special case of the design of IIR ûlters (with a constatrt denominator). The IIR

filters with a symmetric numerator polynomial may be separated into FIR and IIR

(zeros at inûnity) filters in the process of approximation. The IIR Part controls

the group delay ûatness and may be determined for a maximally flat [47] or equal

ripple [48] group delay. The numerator polynomial ís then obtained for an equal-

ized amplitude response [49,51]. An IIR ûlter with unconstrained numerator poly-

nomial provides the optimum characteristics for a required filter complexity.

5.1 Chebyshev Appro:dmetlon

Let the squared magaitude of the transfer function H (r) be wrítten as

tH (eio'¡12:H (z)H (z-r)1,=",,

where 0=O T , and l/T is the sampling frequency- Hence

(s.1)
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I H þi e¡ tz=Q (z +z-r) l, :"tt (s.2)

where

Q(z +z-t)=H (z)H (z-t). (s3)

From (5.2) it is obvious that the magnitude function is a function of cos0. Let the

squared magnitude of. H (z ) be written as

(s.4)

where V(cos0) is the characteristic function. Evidently the method B of section

Z.I.Z is realized to be suitable for the problem under consideration. For the

transfer functions of digital ûlters which relate to reciprocal analog filters, the

degrees of the numerator and denominator polynomials are the same. The zeros

on the unit circle ( lz I =1) are in mirror-image symmetry about the unit circle (z¡

and t/z). The zeros are either real or in complex conjugate pairs. Thus the

numerator polynomial may be written as

tU 6io\P:_.-- I 
-1*ezV(cos0)

N ^(r):

n gn(, +r-r)
o gn(, +z-t)(l+z) or z" gn(, +z-r)(l-z)

m =2n
m:2n -l (s.s)

where g" (X ) is a polynomial with real coefficients. Hence the characteristic func-

tion of the filter of degree 2n with Chebyshev characteristic is written as

1P(coso)=f (s.6)

where the zeros of Fn (z ) are inside the unit circle. The resulting filter has ?n -l
extrema in the interval 0<0<¡r. For a general problem with the passband inter-

val [01,02], the variable cos0 is constrained (equation (2.1) in chaptef II) by
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coso =¿ coso +å (s.7)

(s.8)

\phere

Let the variable z be transformed to í, then from (5.7)

2a=-
cosO1-cosO2

lu *l>iv *lt

*<u,*!l*ø =!{,,**l¿zí¿z¡

, cos01*cos02
- v---

cosO1-cos02

+b (s.e)

Thus the characteristic function is obtained through the substitution of

x:*e*1¡ io (5.6) as¿z

rP(i ):rP1¡ ) l¡ =¿ç *¿
(s.10)

The resulting charcteristic function V(i ) can be used to obtain the poles and

zeros of the transfer function. Let the zeros of the polynomial Fr(r) be denoted

by z¡, the zeros of the transfer function í¡ arc the solutions of the equation

i =lrn (5.11)

The poles of the transfer function þ¡ arc obtained from the zeros P¡ of the equa'

tion

F nQ)-i õzn F n(" -t):0

where

õ:l/e * l/ez+l (s.13)

(s.12)

I+,,*': 
[r,'-"

+1
P¡

)
í =lrn
í =n *lr2n (s.14)
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*ø, *!)+b =x, (s.ls)
¿p¡

The poles Þ¡ Ne those zeros of the equation (5.15) which are inside the unit circle.

For an odd degree transfer function of degree 2n*1, let

F (z)=7U2F n(r) (5.16)

then

v(z +z-')= *+ (5.17)

There arc 2n *1 extrema in the interval [0,t].

In (5.16) or (5.17) there ate n parameters in Fn (z ) which are determined

through the amplitude and group delay equalizations.

5.2 The Alternative Approach

The frlters designed in section 5.1 have the maximum number of ripples in

the passband. The characteristic function of a ûlter of degree z, with m frequen'

cies of perfect transmission 0¡ (0¡ * O,tr), and & transmission zefos 0¡ (0¡ * 0,rr),

may be written as (0 is equal to the frequecy O for normalized T:1 and hence

the term frequency is used for 0)

rofr (x -coso¡ \rp,-^(x)
v" (x)= j:r (s.18)

fi ft -coso¡ )'O,2(xX1! x )
i=1

where the term (1+X) or (1-X) is present if an odd number of transmission

zeros are located at Í or 0, respectively. The monic polynomials Pn-Vn(X) and

/t(X) have no real zeros in the interval [-1,1]. For a filter with maximum
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passband ripples, there *. Í+l frequencies of perfect transmission. The poly'

nomial P (X ) is constrained for perfect transmission at 0 or rr by

P (1):g 0i:0 (s.le)

P (-l):0 0j =t

There Íìre a maximum of n-m+k+l*1 degrees of freedom which can be used

for the equalization of the amplitude and group delay characteristics. The

methods for the amplitude and group delay equalizations are the same as those in

chapter IL

Let the zetos ot Q (X) be denoted by .f, , the zeros of the transfer function are

obtained from

-t
t!\rx\
aj0,

i:t,l
í:l,k

Let X¡ denote the zeros of the equation

1+ezVo (x )=o

obtain

þ¡=x¡+XF í:l,n

þ¡*o=X¡-\FI

The poles are those p¡ inside the unit circle, thus

Pi--Þ¡ if lÞj l< 1 í=l,n i =1,2n

(s20)

(s21)

(s22)

The group delay of the filter can be obtained from

(s23)
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(s24)

ìvhere the poles ate expressed in polar form (c¡ > 0)

P¡=o-¡ciFt í =lrn (5.2s)

and v is the degree of the numerator polynomial

As it was the case for analog ûlters, an initial approximation or the initial

values for 0¡,0¡ and the coefficients of Pn-ùn(X) and Ø(X) are required for

the convergence of this procedure. For a filter with the maximum number of

passband ripples, the initial approximation is not critical, since for this case only

the coefficients of Qt(X) *" required. The critical frequencies 0¡ and 0¡ are

located relatively easily from the required amplitude characteristics.

5.3 Inttlal Approxlmatlons

The initial approximations are obtained in a manner similar to chapters III

and IV for the analog filters.

Digital filters a¡e obtained through a bilinea¡ transformation of analog ûlters as

H (z):H o(t ) l" :rt (526)
z*l

Thus the analog frequency c,¡ is related to the digital frequency O through

t(coso)=|.åffi

oT 0(l)=tanl-=r*t

For a transfer function H (r) with linear phase

(s27)

$¿ (0)=ts0

and hence the analog phase is described by

(s28)
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$o (co)=2rstan-tro (s2e)

An analog filter with phase $o (<rr) resutts in a digitat filter with linear phasc characteris-

The denominator polynomial of. H o(s ) is obtained from

tics

sF (s 2ì

r ("2)
=tanh(2rotanh-ls )

A continued fraction which approximates (530) can be obtained as [52]

(530)

(s31)sF ls2)
-.J:

r ("2) (wz-t\sz
l¡s

ct*
cz*

co-L* 0r2-(n -1)2)s2
cn

where c¡=ü -1 and P=Z'*

Thus the denominator polynomial is obtained from the recursion formula

z-¡ 2

Dr*r(")=D¡ (s )+ (2k -t)Qk +t)
Dr -r(" ) (ss2)

where Ds(s):1, and D1(s)=1*ps.

As for the analog ûlters, the parametet cn controls the group delay flatness and

the amplitude selectivity of the digital frlter. For a desired linear phase bandwidth

cn is evaluated iteratively as discussed for the analog Êlters. The numerator poly'

nomial of. Ho(s) is obtained through the equalization of the amplitude response

as discussed in chapters III and IV. For a ûlter with cutoff frequency 0", the

designed ûlter with cutoff frequency ô" has to be frequency scaled by

0"
tann'

k :-
&)c

(s33)
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tan-1ô-
and parametef p is also scaled to aro Uj. Thus the cutoff frequency is

equalized iteratively.

The denominator polynomial of the transfer function H (r), with exact equal

ripple group delay characteristics, may be obtained using the procedure 232.8 of

chapter II and equation (5.24), or from other sources [48].

The bilinear transformation of the denominator polynomial yields

Do (s )=(1-s )oDo (" ) l":¡,_
1-s

(534)

where Do(r) is the denominator of the analog ñlter. The continued fraction

expansion of Do(s) can be obtained for a normalized cl in (531). The parameters

cn and p are determined iteratively as discussed for the maximally flat case.

It should be mentíoned that the digital transfer functions obtained as a result

of bilinear transformation, have numerator and denominator polynomials of equal

degrees. This constraint is unattractive in general but desirable for wave digital

filters.

Lowpass filters obtained in this section can be transformed to linear phase

bandpass, highpass or bandstop filters through the transformations of va¡iable z as

given in Table 6.

Table 6

Transformations on Lowpass Filters with Cutoff Frequency 0"

Filter Type

Highpass

Bandpass

Bandstop

Transformation Design Fomulas

ô" =" -0"
BrW:20" ,go=t

L

_22

,2 BW:t -Zg",gn
7Í
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5.3.1 Destgn Examples

Three sets of s¡amples are given for lowpass and bandpass ûlters. The

lowpass filters are of degree I and with two zeros at z:-t. The bandpass filters

are of degree 12, with two zeros at z =-l and two zeros at z =1.

Ex¡mple 12

It is required to design lowpass ûlters with maximally flat group delay and

amplitude responses. The minimum stopband attenuation is required to be l) dB.

The cutoff frequency 0" is to be +. The attenuation and gfoup delay charac-fç4

teristics of the designed filters for two values of ôs are shown in Fig. 14 . The

amplitude response has two degrees of flatness in the passband. The poles and

zeros of the desigued filter with ê a:7 5 are given in Table 7.

Example 13

It is required to design lowpass ûlters with equal ripple gfoup delay and

amplitude cha¡acteristics. The maximum passband and the minimum stopband

attenuations are to be 05 dB and $ dB. The cutoff frequency is required to be

i The group delay variation in the linear-phase band is to be less than 1.4%.

The attenuation and group delay characteristics of the designed filters for two

values of ôg are shown in Fig. 15. The amplitude response is designed to have one

finite transmission zero. The poles and zeros of the ûlter with *=0, are given
c6

in Table 7.
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Exemple 14

In this example bandpass ûlters are designed to have equal ripple grouP delay

and amplitude characteristics. The maximum passband and the minimum stopband

attenuations are 05 dB and 50 dB. The group delay variation in the linear'phase

band is ZVo.Thecenter frequency is at * and the passband extends from 0.4 ø to
2

0.6r. The bandpass filters were obtained through the transformation of lowpass

filters of degree 6 with cutoff frequency 0.12r satisfying the specifications. Figure

16 shows the attenuation and group detay cha¡acteristics of the designed filters

for two values of ô6.

Table 7

Poles and Zeros of the Designed Filters

Design Example Poles Zeros

t2 0.608364 + j 0.602198

0559642 + j 0.057059
0.fiM43 -r j 0.178980

0576557 {- j 0.331480

0.040125 {- j 0.999195
t.K3425 {- j 0.540681
0.494974 1- i 0.14x20
-1 (double)

13 0.660931 + i 0.569151

0.625y;8 -'- j 0.495360
0:139991 ! i0.294676
0.78559 + j 0.100589

0.595467 t i 0205720
0.174660 !i0.984629
1.500289 r- j 0518316
-1 (double)
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5.4 Other Fllter Types

The approximation procedure for switched capacitor and commensurate

transmission-line ûlters is similar to the procedure of sections 5.1 and 52.

For switched capacitor frlters the transfer function is a function of z where

2 _riar, (535)

and I" is the clock period. Thus the sÍrme procedure which was developed for

the digital filters is applied.

For commensurate transmission-line filters, the transfer function is a func-

tion of .S where

.S =tanh sT (536)

S ís the Richard's variable, T is the delay of the line. For real frequency co,

J:jo¡, and hence

S:j0:jtancrrI (537)

Therefore the approximation procedure of chapter II can be used directly. For

s¡ample for a Chebyshev reciprocal lowpass ûlter of even degtee

tHz,uo)t2:l+€fu

v"(o'',=ttm.#l

(s38)

where

(s3e)

For a Hurwitz Fn (S ), the amplitude response has 2n exttema ín the passband

0< c'¡Î( tr. For a desired passband, the frequency is transformed as discussed in

section 5.1.



CHAPTER VI

NONRECIPR(rcAL FILTERS

The approximation procedure for nonreciprocal ûlters is similar to that for

the reciprocal ûlters. For this class of ûlters the numerator polynomial of the

transfer function contributes to the group delay characteristics of the filter and

consequently the denominator polynomial can no longer be decoupled from the

numerator polynomial in the process of approximation. As a result the methods of

chapter III and IV for the determination of the initial approximations are not

applicable.

6.1 Analog Fllters

Let the transfer function be written as

(*< r) (6.1)

where the polynomial N, (s ) is neither an odd nor an even function of s. The

squared magnitude of H o(s ) can be written as

Hn(r)=ffi

lHn(i,,r)12=ffi5

The characteristic function of a filter, Chebyshev in the passband, is obtained as

(6.2)

(63)Vn (co2)=
F 

^(?)F,(-z) -F ^(-z)l *t' Fn(z) l' 2+[

where F 
^(Z ) 

is a Hurwitz polynomial, and Z = 1-
,?
j tor a lowpass filter
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For a transmissio Ít. zeÍo at 21, F.(Z)=(Z *2,)'Ê^-z(Z). there *" Í+l fre-

quencies of perfect transmission.

For a filter of degree n, with m frequencies of perfect transmission

a¡ (a¡ # 0), and & transmission zeros 9¡ (9¡ * 0), the characteristic function may

be written as

vn ('2):
fr (.t-",t)'P n-z^(.2)
i=1 (6.4)

Il t-'-pl )'e, @')
¡ :l

where for a filter with perfect transmission at ol=0, Pn-?^(0)=0, while for a

Êlter with a transmission zero at trr:0, Ol(0)=0.The polynomials Pn-2n(or2) and

Ø(rz) have no positive real zeros.

There are a maximum oî. n-m+k+I *1 degrees of freedom which may be

distributed between the amplitude and grouP detay characteristics. A total of

m *k *l degrees of freedom are used for the amplitude equalization and hence

n -2m *l degrees of freedom can be used for the grouP delay equalization. For

reciprocal filters only z -Z^ *t*l degrees of freedom can be used for the group

delay equalization. Thus there is more flexibility in the design of nonreciprocal

filters.

The procedure of chapter II can be used for the equalization of the ampli'

tude and group delay characteristics. It is required to determine the initial values

of the coefficients for which the iterative procedure convefges.
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6.2 Dlg¡tat Fllters

Let the transfer function be written as

Hn(,)=#

(6.6)

(65)

(6:t)

(6.8)

with the squared magnitude

The characteristic function of a filter with Chebyshev passband may be written as

tnoþio) tt=r+.4fr]ro)

.r(x)=+ z-n*^ F 
^G 

-t) I+ {"F"Ø 
|

zn-^ F 
^(z)

z^ F 
^(r-')

+1
2

where X=!Q+r-t) and z =ril; all the zeros of. F^(z) are restricted to be

inside the unit circle lz l=1.

For a desired passband the transformation in (5.8) is used.

For a ûlter of degree n wíth m frequencies of perfect transmission 0¡ (0¡ * O,tr)

and & transmission zeros 0¡ (0¡ * 0,tr), the characteristic function may be written

as

rofr (x -coso¡ )'P,-^(x)
¡':1

iPn (X)=
fr ø -coso¡ )rg,6)j-r

where the polynomials Po-z^(X) and Ø(X) have no zeros in the interval (-1'1).

If for example 0l:0, the polynomial Q¡(X ) has a factor (X-1)'

Those zeros of. H (z) not on the unit circle are no longer required to be in

mirror, image symmetry about the unit circle.
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With the identification of the characteristic function the procedures of sec-

tion 5.2 of chapter V can then be applied for the amplitude and group delay

equalizations.

6.3 Mtnlmum-Phase Altpass Comblnatlon Method

The method is discussed for analog filters but it also applies to the design of

digitat filters.

Let Hy(s) denote the transfer function of a minimum-phase ûlter for which

the amplitude response meets the specifications. The squared magnitude of I/¡¡ (s)

is written as

tHuUùt2:*fu (6.e)

where

V^ (or2):
II (.t-'¡ )'p ^-u(.t)¡:l

Iît,'-p¡)2o{,2)
(6.10)

i:1

For an optimum amplitude response (targest selectivity), the polynomials

P^-2*(ro2) and Q{r2) are either constants or proportional to 12, fot example for

a bandpass filter of degree g, P 
^-z*(.z)=K o, Qt(.2)=.2.

There are zlfl-k+I+l degrees of freedom; k+I*1 degrees of freedom

are used for the amplitude equalization and the remainingZtll-2k can be used

for the group delay equalization. The procedure for the amplitude equalization is

discussed in section 23J of. chapter II.
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The selectivity of a filter with & aÍ+l is smaller than the possible maximum. The

polynomial P^-zr(ot2) contributes to the group delay of the minimum-phase filter

and thus for fr afil the group delay can be equalized. As a result the overall

group delay of the minimum-phase allpass delay equalizer combination has better

characteristics at the expense of a reduced selectivity. It has been shown [56] that

for a least squares monotonic amplitude response in the passband, the overall

filter has better amplitude and group delay characteristics than the combination of

optimum elliptic minimum-phase and the allpass delay equalizer filters.

The zeros of. H y(s ) are obtained as

^ ft tip¡
"t 

: 
[0.

í =lrl
iÎ a transmissíon zero ís at zero

(6.11)

The poles þ¡ ue the LHP zeros of the equation

l+e2.v](-"2)=0 $-tz)

The group delay of H¡a(s) is equalized by an allpass ñlter. Let H¡(s) denote the

transfer function of the allpass frlter

¡ s*siHa(t)=fl;; (6.13)

i:1 ù rj

where J¡ âre either real or in complex conjugate pairs.

The squared magnitude of He(t) is 1 because

líe]iu)12=Ho("Ff¿(-t)ls:¡¡,¡=1 (6.14)

The poles and zeros. o1. H¡(s) are s¡ and -J¡, respectively. The group delay of

the ûlter is obtained from (257) as

(6.ls)
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where

si=oj+i)\,

The transfer function of the overall minimum-phase allpass combination is of

degree m ln and is obtained as

H (s)=H ¡a (s )H¿ (s ) (6.16)

The locations of the poles s¡ âre to be determined for the equalized group delay.

The zeros of I/ (s ) are the zeros of H u G ) aod äe (t ), hence

z¡

ùi -ra

í =lrm
í:m *lrm *n (6.17)

The poles of rll (s ) are the poles of H u G ) aod ¡/¿ (t )

P¡:f;-,
í =lrm
í =m *trm *n (6.18)

(6.le)

The group delay of the overall ûlter is obtained from

t (or)=
m*n -(J,C'sJ-
fr1 a!+(.-À,)2

where

p¡ =o¡ *j )r¡ (620)

í3m
í)m

The group delay of I/ (s ) .* be equalized using the methods of section 2.32.

There arc 2lfl-k *t *n*1 degrees of freedom for the amplitude and group

delay equalizations. Thus there are more degrees of freedom

,fE
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øry\-k *l *n+1) in the direct method of section 6.1.

For a filter of degree m *n with tî] frequencies of perfect transmission (other

than zero), there 
^re 

n degrees of freedom for the group delay equalization.

\,¡thile for & frequencies of perfect transmission (& < llD rn"r" are 2lll-?* *n

degtees of freedom for the group delay equalization. The excess degrees of free-

dom for the group delay equalization are at the exPense of a reduction in the

degrees of freedom for the amplitude equalizatio " by lil-ft . Therefore the

improvement in group delay characteristics exceeds the deterioration in the ampli'

tude characteristics, because

2t+t-zkrrîYk (621)

Filters obtained by this method (minimum-phase * allpass) can be used as initial

approximations for the design of ûlters using the direct method of section 6.1-

6.4 Alternatlve Method for the Deslgn of Reciprocal Filters

Reciprocal filters may be obtained through the multiplication of the numera-

tor and the denominator polynomials ín (6.16) by the factor fl(t-t¡) as (s¡ are
n

i:1

the allpass poles)

n

fI (t -', )

Il¡ (r )=H u (t )¡Io (t )
¡:l (622)

n

fI (' -', )
I :l

As a result the zeros of f/¡(s) are s¡ and -s¡, €xcluding those on the jor-axis.

Hence the numerator polynomial of Ë/¡ (s ) is either an even or an odd function of
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s , and thus f/¡ (s ) relates to a reciprocal filter. The resulting ûlter is of degree

2n *m.

The reciprocal filter obtained by this method has a maximum of n *m *t

degrees of freedom which are fewer than the possibte maximum of 3n *m *1.

Therefore this method is not suitable for the design of filters with optimum ampli-

tude and group delay characteristics. It may be useful for the design of Êlters

which are used as initial approximations for the iterative procedures of chapter II.

A nonreciprocal ûlter can always be transformed to a reciprocal one through

(6.22). The physical realization of the resulting ûlter requires a canonic number of

2n *m reactive elements (delay elements for a digital ñlter). A frlter structure

with nonreciprocal components (gyrators for analog frlters) requires n *m reactive

elements for the realization of the nonreciprocal ûlter. Digital filters in general

arc realized by nonreciprocal structures and hence nonreciprocal ûlter design is

attractive for the design of digital ûlters.



CHAPTER VII

RESULTS AND DISCUSSTONS

A design procedure is proposed which provides an even distribution of the

degrees of freedom between the amplitude and grouP delay characteristics. The

method is applicable to the general problem of filter design with any set of

speciûcations for the amplitude and group delay þhase) characteristics. The

amplitude response is assumed to have extrema of any multiplicity in the passband

and the stopband. The special cases are maximally flat passband, equal ripple

passband, equal ripple stopband, and monotonic stopband. The grouP delay

(phase) is approximated to the desired characteristics in interpolation, least'

mean-square or equal-ripple norms. The method ís applicable to the problem of

minimum-phase, nonminimum-phase and nonreciprocal filter design. Digital,

switched capacitor and ínterdigital microwave ûlters can be designed with this

method through a change of variable.

Since the method is iterative, initial approximations a¡e required for conver'

gence. In the preceding chapters, methods \vere Proposed for the design of ûlters

which can be used as initial approximations. In the next sectio¡g¡amples are given

which establish the superiority of the proposed method [36].

7.1 Opttmlzed Deslgn ExamPles

Three design examples are given for reciprocal analog lowpass filters which

are designed using the optimization procedures of chapter II. The amplitude

response is designed to be equal-ripple in the passband and the stopband. The

group delay is equalized using the least-mean-squates procedure of section2-3.2-C.
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Example 15

It is required to design a lowpass ûlter of degree 10 with the specifications:

Normalízed passband (7.1)

Passband /oss = 0.044 dB

Stopband loss > 50 dB

Group detøy variatíon ín 75Vo of the passband < 0-04 s¿c.

Thus

(7 2>

(7.4',)

with the characteristic function

Let the transfer function of the ûlter be H (t )

(7 3).r(r):#
where the numerator polynomial N, (rz) is of degre e 2m .For m =3 and one finite

transmissioî zero in the stopband, the remaining four zeros are in quadrantal

symmetfy.

The squared magnitude of ä (" ) is written as

tn(7o,)rt=ffi1

Ap=O'044 dB

Ar=50 dB

e2 : lúo /20- 
1 :0.00507854

roII @z-o!)zro-z*(.2)
(75)

There 
^re 

n-k +4 degrees of freedom, where k +2 (k +3 if Pn-z (0)=0) degrees

are used for amplitude equalization. The remaining n -?* *2

(n-Zk +1 if Po-?*(0):0) degrees of freedom can be used for the group delay

equalization. Two cases are considered: (a) with & :5, and (b) with k =2 and
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perfect transmission at zero (Pn-zt(0):0).

Example 15(a)

For &:5, there are 10 extrema in the passband, with 2 degrees of freedom

for the group delay equalization. Since there are maximum number of ripples in

the passband, the method of section 2.2.1 can equivalently be used to obtain a

Chebyshev characteristic. Hence the characteristic function is written as

(7.6)

where

F s(z)=(l+a rz +azzz)(l+1¡z)(l+z)z Q:t)

The polynomial l*a1Z *ø222 has no zeros in the interval [-1,0], and 0( It< 1.

There are three coefficients to be determined . through the equalization Pro'

cedures.

For a set of úI1 and ø2, determine 11 such that

*(ù)=ff=*, (z.B)

where Z 1is the abscissae of the maximum of V. Hence Z 1is obtained from the

zeros of the equation

F(-z)ry-F@¡83=o (7.s)

where Z1 is the zero located in the interval ('1,0). Hence

v1o(.2)= 
+ rffi .Wtz t 

z :iq;

(7.10)
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where

a=yfl+yÇI (7.11)

G (z)=(l+a1Z *a{,2¡1t+z¡2 (7.12)

The equations in (7.9) and (7.10) are solved iteratively until a desired accuracy is

reached.

The group delay can be equalized using the methods of section 2.3.2 for the inter-

polation, equal ripple or least-mean-squares approximations. The least-mean-

squares method is used in all three examples because of the flexibility associated

with the method. The initial approximation for this example is readily obtained

by assuming that the zeros of the filter are all at infinity or at a finite frequency,

thus

l*a1Z *a,p,2=(7+z)2 Q.13)

For a set of coefficients let the zeros of. F(Z) be denoted by Z¡,the zeros of the

ûlter s¡, are obtained from

í:1,5 (7.14)

The poles p¡ m y be obtained from the zeros 2¡ of. the equation

F (z)-i )rF (-z ¡:s (7.ls)

where

z i =115

i:6,10Pí= t (7.16)
i-5

1\m

The group delay is calculated using (2.57).In the least-mean-squares procedure the
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set of frequencies t,r¡ were located equidistantly such that

@i
r-1:1 ttt¿ i =1140 Q.1t)

Thus 40 points were located in the approximation interval. The constant group

delay bandwidth ol¿ is approximately 0.?5 which is varied iteratively for the exact

satisfaction of the specifications. The parameters d1 and a2 ale determined using

the procedure of section 232.C and then 11 is obtained for the required stopband

characteristics. The iterations continue until a desired accuracy is reached. The

result of this optimization procedure was unsatisfactory since the group delay vari-

ation in the required bandwidth exceeds the specifications. The group delay varia'

tion decreases if Ao is decreased but even for very smalt r{o (0.0005 dB) the grouP

delay variation is unsatisfactory. The group delay va¡iatíon decreases if the

degrees of freedom are increased. This is achieved by either increasing the

number of complex zeros (increasing m), or by reducing the number of passband

ripples (decreasing & ).

Let m =4, therefore the transfer function has six complex zeros with two zeros on

the j<,r-axis. the polynomial F (Z) is now written as

F s(z¡ :(1 +ø ¡z *ø.f,,z +a p, 3)(t +^¡ Lz )(l +z ) (7.18)

The coefficients d1r d2t cr3 and J1 were evaluated through the same procedure as

before. The group delay of the resulting filter was unsatisfactory and hence .áo

was decreased untíl for Ap=0.01 dB the group delay characteristics met the

specifications. The poles and zeros of this ûlter a¡e given in Table 8. The attenua-

tion and group delay characteristics of this filter are shown in Fig. 17.

39
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Exsmple 15(b)

As mentioned before, the group delay variatíon decreases if the number of

passband ripples is decreased. In this case the characteristic function is expressed

by (75) where k <5. The coefficients are evaluated through equalization pro-

cedures of sections 23.1 and 23.2.C. An initíal approximation was obtained from

chapter IV for the approximate satisfaction of the specifications. A comparison of

the specifications for the Design Example 11 and those in (7.1) shows that the

filter designed ín Example 11 can be used as an initial approximation. An

improved approximation may be obtained if in Example 11 the extrema at fre-

quencies of perfect transmission are equalized. The resulting filter has five

extrema in the passband and hence k =2, and Pe(0)=0 in (75).

There are'l degrees of freedom for the group delay equalization. For a set of

coefficients for P6(.,12) and Q2(ø2), Ko, a.11o2t and B1 are evaluated iteratively

for the equal ripple characteristic in the passband and the stopband. The pro-

cedure for the amplitude equalization is given in section 23.1. The zeros of the

filter are 0. f j p1 and zeros of the equation

Qz(tz):o (7.le)

The poles are the LHP zeros of the equation

G, + g ?)' e | 1-' 2¡ + ez x ols 
2 + o l)2 1s 

2 + o l¡2P u 1 - r z¡ : s (7 20>

where

P o(X ):b it +b ;Xz +.....+X 6 (7 2r)

Qz[):ao+a ú +Xz (7 22)

The ûlter of example 11 defines the initial values for the coefficients in (7.5). The

coefficients of Q2(or') *¿ Þr ile readily obtained. The frequencies of perfect
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transmissiom cri are also easily obtained. The coefficients of P 6 are obtained

from

. .. tD Ç a)rz-rz1ø2-Bb'O1@',)
K6P e(o¡")= (rt-ol)t( tt-o1)'

Q 23)

(7 24)

where

=D(0)
F?"0

rl

The procedure of section 2.3.2.C is now apptied for the equalization of the group

delay. The procedure which was used in this example is relatively coupled to the

amplitude equalization. For any change in the pÍuameters p in the procedure for

the evaluation of the derivatives of the error function n(co¡,p). the amplitude

response is equalized for equal rippte characteristics. The group delay is

evaluated ftom (2.57) at a set of frequencies or¡ deûned ín (7.17). The procedure

of section 2.32.C was applied ûrst for the pafameters bl to å5 with ag îrd a1

kept constant and the second time for ag and ø1with b¡ kept constaût. This stra'

tegy may damp a potentialty divergent process. The convergence was satisfactory

after a few iterations. An examination of the group delay characteristics of the

designed filter shows that the speciûcations are met satisfactorily. The poles and

zeros of this filter are given in Tabte 8. Figure 17 shows the attenuation and grouP

delay characteristics of the designed filter.
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Table 8

Poles and Zeros of the Designed Filters

Design Example

15(a)

Poles Zetos

-03t2sn + j o.t32m6
-094944 f- i0.399462
-028731r + i 0.6526,40

-0.231967 {- i 0.908313
_o.wztt4 + j 1.083485

0. ! i t:t4s7t0
+-0.676n4!j0.

1- 0.6214fi {- j 0.584387

1s(b) -0.372055 -'- j 0.155963
_0368016 -'- j 0.4550e2
-0.346374 f- i0ß5n3
-0.105719 1- i t.n6nt
-0.229874 {- j 1.044011

0. r i 1.643717
;!0.7Myt 1- i 0394337

An examination of Figure 1? shows that the ûlter designed in Example 15(b)

has superior characteristics to the filter in Example 15(a). It has a smaller transi-

tion interval (15S yersus 1.65), and it also has a smaller group delay va¡iation in

the passband (2.09 versus Z.n).In addition to superior amplitude and group delay

characteristics, it has a more economical physical realization. This is due to the

fact that it has two complex zeros fewer than the other frlter. The ûlter of Exam-

ple l5(a) has a smaller passband loss as a result of the constraint on the grouP

delay characteristics and thus the speciûcations :Ire oversatisfied unavoidably. The

Examples 15(a) and 15(b), show that a ûlter with fewer than the maximum

passband ripples may provide better overall characteristics as a result of an even

distribution of the degrees of freedom between the amplitude and group delay

characteristics.
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Fig. 77 Attenuation and group delay characteristics of the filters in Exa'mple

15(a) (o,+), and Example 15(b) (A,X). The grouP delay and passband loss are

magnified by 5 and 100, respectively'
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Example 16

In this example a filter is designed for the purpose of comparison to Êlters

with least-squÍìres monotonic passband response. The design example given by

Litovsky [34], is nonreciprocal, but for a reciprocal realization, the transfer func-

tion of the reciprocal filter in unabridged form was obtained (the cancelled poles

and zeros were added). The resulting filter is of degree 10 with two finite

transmission zeros and four complex zeros. The minimum attenuation in the stop'

band is 50 dB, where the maximum passband attenuation is 0.02 dB. The group

delay is fairly flat in the passband. A filter was designed using the same method

and the same initial approximation which were utilized in Example 15(b). For

Ap=O.0025, the group delay of the designed ûlter and the ûlter in reference [34]

have exactly the same varíations in the passband. The amplitude-resPonse transi'

tion interval is smaller for the designed frlter. As a result the designed ûlter has

the same complexity as the example in reference [34] but with considerably smaller

passband loss and a smaller tansition interval. The poles and zeros of the

designed ûlter and the ûlter in reference [34] are given in Table 9. The attenua'

tion and gfoup delay characteristics for these ûlters a¡e shown in Fig. 18.

As a comparison, filters with equal ripple amplitude response but with fewer than

the maximum number of ripples in the passband have better chafacteristics than

those with least-squares monotonic passband. It is obvious that similar charac-

teristics are in general obtained with a filter of lower degree and hence lower

cost
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Table 9

Poles and Zeros of the Designed Filters

Design Example Poles Zetos

Reference [34]
(unabridged form)

-0.ll2v4t t i 12514321
-0.3785105 + j 1.0810923
-05903942 + j0,6480Vt2
-0.651e845 t i 02596e21
_0.74552c4 1- i 0.4335474

0. ! j l.tzeeot&
0. r j 22571231

t0.74552M 4_ i 0.4335474

Example 16 -0.091598
-0302451
-0.48s395
-0500685
-0.537503

1- i 1269455
1- i 1.137444
-'- j 0.801790
1- j 0.473825
-F j 0.182956

0. r j t.ffi67
0. jt j 2.14741e

+ 0.734888 1- i 0.425613
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Fig. 18 Attenuation and group delay characteristics of the filters designed by the

proposed method (A,x), and the method of reference [34] (o,+).The group delay

and passband loss are magnified by 5 and 200, respectively'
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7.2 Dlscussions

The previous design s¡amples show that a ûlter with equal ripple passband

loss but with fewer than the maximum number of ripples may provide better

overall characteristics. The reason is linked with the number of degtees of free'

dom in the characteristic function, which can be used for the amplitude and

group delay equalizations.

For example, for a reciprocal lowpass filter of even degree n, with &

transmission zeros, and m frequencies of perfect transmission (other than zero),

the characteristic function

fr (r,-o¡)zP o-z^(tz)
Vn (or2)=

L

II(
I :l '2-F?)'Q,'(r')

Q 2s)

has n -m*k +I +t degrees of freedom (n-^+k +l if. Pn-ù, (0)=0), from which

m *k *1 are used for amplitude equalization and the remaining z -2m *l are

used for the group delay equalization.

A filter with equat-ripple passband and with the maximum number of

passband ripples @:t),has I degrees of freedom for the group delay equaliza-

tion, and ****1 degrees of freedom for the amplitude equalization. Thus a,2

frlter with ^<* passband ripples has n -2m ext¡a degrees of freedom for the
2

group delay at the expense of f-m degrees of freedom for the amplitude

response. Obviously the ímprovement in the group delay exceeds the deteriora-

tion in the amplitude response. Since a reductíon in the number of passband rip-

ples is associated with an increase in the passband loss, and hence a decrease in

amplitude selectivity, the optimum characteristics a¡e obtained for a specific

number of passband ripples.

j-1
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Filters with unconstrained least-sguares passband[33] have the maximum

number of passband ripples. The maximum passband loss increases towards fhe

bandedge and as a result they have lower selectivity than Chebyshev filters for the

same specifications. The group delay characteristics are better than Chebyshev

filters only at low frequencies. Therefore the overall characteristics a¡e not favor-

able when compared with Chebyshev ûlters [29311for normal specifications.

All-pole ûlters with least-squares monotonic passband and with the maximum

number of inflexion points [4] have better group delay characteristics than the all-

pole Chebyshev ûlters. Litovsky [34] based his design on the assumption that for

nonminimum-phase ûlters the abscissae of the inflexion points are the same as

those for the all-pole ûlters. He then followed an approximation procedure simi-

lar to that of chapter VI for the amplítude and grouP delay equalizations. For a

nonreciprocal ûlter of degree n (even), with I complex zeros and & transmission

zeros, there arc k Il *1 degrees of freedom from which I ++-1 can be used for
2

the group delay equalizatio" ( i-l inflexion points). A ûlter with equal'ripple

passband and with m frequencies of perfect transmission has n-Zm +¿+1 degrees

of freedom for the group detay equalization, where both ûlters have the same

complexity when realized by reciprocal networks. An examination of these two

numbers shows that the latter has more degrees of freedom for the group delay

equalization.

Examples 15 and 16 verify that the proposed method is optimum when com-

pared with the method for Chebyshev ûlters with the maximum number of

passband ripples [29,311, or with the method for least-squares monotonic passband

[34].
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CONCLUSTONS

A design procedure has been proposed for the construction of transfer func'

tions for analog and digitat filters, with controllable amplitude and group delay

characteristics. The amplitude response is equalized for maximally ñat, monotonic

or equal-ripple passband characteristics with monotonic or equal-ripple stopband

characteristics. The group delay is equalized for maximalty flat, equal'ripple or

least-mean-squafes characteristics in the entire of a paft of the passband.

The iterative procedure requires an initial approximation. which is obtained

using the methods of chapter III for minimum-phase Êlters, chapter IV for

nonminimum-phase filters, and chapter V for digital frlters. The optimum charac'

teristics result through an even distribution of the degrees of freedom between

the amplitude and the group delay. The iterative procedure begins with the equal-

ization of the amplitude response and then the remaining degrees of freedom ÍIre

utilized for the equalized grouP delay characteristics.

It was shown anal¡icalty and by comparison that filters with the maximum

number of passband ripples are not optimum for the design of selective ñlters

with linear phase in the entire or in most of the passband. It was also shown that

frlters designed by the proposed method compÍue favorably to those with least-

squares monotonic passband possessing the maximum number of inflexion points.

The advantage of the proposed method to the existing ones is its flexíbility in

providing control over the amplitude setectivity and the phase linearity' Thus

filters designed by the proposed method can have oPtimum amplitude only,

optimum linear phase only or optimum amplitude and phase characteristics. For a

specifrc set of speciûcations, the proposed method yields optimum filters which

have the least complexity in their physical realizations.
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A disadvantage of the proposed method is the requirement for the initial

approximation.

Future research may be directed towa¡ds the design of ûlters with monotonic

passband which possess unconstrained inflexion points.



APPENDIX

COMPUTER, PROGRAI/IS FOR RADIO SHACK PC4 POCKET COMPUTER

IN BASIC LANGUAGE
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AI

ELLYPTIC FTLTER DESIGN

This program determines the poles and zeros of an ellyptic 6lter of degree M

for given passband edge T, stopband edge s and passband loss u.

10 INPUT M,T,S,IJ

15 W:SQR(S.T)

20 A(o):SQR(S/T)

30 FOR L:0 TO 3

40 A(L+1):A(L)12+SQR(A(L)14-1)

50 NEXT L

60 FOR L:l to M

7O Z:A(4yCOS(tr'(L-l)tMl2)

80 FOR K:l to 4

e0 7:(z+UZ)tA(4-K)t2

1OO NEXT K

110 Z:Z*W

l2O IF INT(L/2).2:L;PRINT "ZERO';Z:GOTO 740

130 PRINT'STOPBAND.MIN. FREQ.';Z

140 NEXT L

1s0 F(4):(2*A(4))tl'ùf.tz

160 FOR L:4 TO 1 STEP'1

17 o F(L- 1):SQR((F(L)+ 1 tF (L))tz)
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175 NEXT L

180 K:SQR(101(U/10)-1)

190 V=10'LOG(1+Kl 2'F(0)t 4)

2N PzuNT'MIN. STOPBNAD LOSS';V

210 R:1/IíF(O)

22O FOR L:0 TO 3

230 R:F(L)'R+SOR((F(L).R)1 2+1)

240 NEXT L

zfl R:(F(4yR+sQR((F(4yR) 12+1))t (1/M)

2û FOR L:1 TO M

270 F:t/M*(L-(M+1y2)

280 G:R'COSF

29O H:R'SINF

300 FOR K:4 TO 0 STEP-I

310 l:Gtz+Htz

320 G:G*(1-UI)/A(Ky2:H:H'(1+l/IyA(Ky2

330 NEXT K

Y0 G:G*Wù{:H'W

350 PRINT'POLE';GÍj';H

360 NEXT L

370 END
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^2
LTNEAR.PHASE FILTER DESIGN

This program determines the poles and zeros of a frlter of degree 10 with one

finite transmissiofl zeÍo, and 6 complex zelos. The attenuation is equal ripple in

the passband. The gfoup delay is equalized in a part of the passband using the

interpolation method.

The inputs íue: max. passband loss P, finite transmission zeroZ, initial values

of the coefficients A, B, C which relate to the complex zeros, and the initial

values for the poles and zeros. The execution time is 3 minutes and 20 seconds.

DEFM 66

10 INPUT A,B,C,Z,P

20 Z:SQR(1- LIZtZ):Q:SQR(10t (Pi10)-1):U:(1+SQR(I+Q-Q)yQ

30 GOSUB #1

40 FOR L:l TO 3-Z(4'L):D-D(L):NEXT L:FOR H:0 To 2A(H):6(H)+.01

50 GOSUB #1

60 FOR L:l TO 3Z(4'L-3+H):(D(L>D+Z(4*L))*1@NEXT L

70 A(H):611¡þ.01:NEXTII:M:Z

80 Z:0fOR I:1 TO 3:FOR L:5*I-3 TO 4fI

90 FoR K:0 To 12-4'I STEP4:Z(L+K) :21¡ *K)l Z(K+5*I-4>Z(L'SGNK)

1OO NEXT K:NEXT LNEXT I

1 1 0 Z :Z(12)zY :z(8>Z(7)' Z'X :Z(4>Z(3)'Z-Z(2)'Y

120 A :A *X8:B*YC : C*ZZ:M:GOSUB#1:STOP

130 K:3:U:0:O:CIP:B:Q:A:R:1:FOR W:37 TO 39 STEP 2
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140 X :Z(W ):Y :Z(W + 1):GOSUB#2 :GOSUB# 3Z(W'4) :X Z(W-3) :Y:NEXT ìV

150 STOP

P1

10 D:0€:0Ii :0:G:0

20 J :1*Z :O :C'Z:P :C' I *B'Z0=C +B'J +A'Z I(:B *A'J*Z :S :A *J:T : I

30 FOR W:23 TO 31 STEP 2X:Z(W):Y:Z(W+1)

40 K:S:GOSUB tttZZ(W):X:Z(rtr+1):Y:GOSUB #3

s0 z(w-10):xz(w-l¡:v

60 I:.125J : 375K:.625.L:.775M:X*X:Y:Y'Y

70 FOR N:0 TO 3:V=I(N)I2

80 D(N):D(N)+2.X.(M+Y+Vy((M+Y-V)12+4'M'V):NEXT NNEXT W

90 RETURN

P2

10 M:0N:0I:0J:0:FOR L:K TO 0 STEP-I:V:M

20 M:M*X-N*Y+O(L)N:V*Y*N*X-O(L)'U*(-1)1L:IF L:0 THEN 40

30 V:I:I:I'X-J'Y+O(L)*LJ:V'Y+J.X-O(L)'L'U*(-1)tLNEXT L

40 L:I'I*J*J.y:(M.I*N*J/LX:X-V:Y:Y-(N*I-M'JyL

50 IF ABS V > 1E'.6 THEN 10

60 RETURN

P3

10 V:X'X-Y'Y-1:L:2fX*YM:SQR(V'V+L'L)

20 X:SQR((V llol+l)lMlz):Y :'LIW lvl/ ZX'RETURN
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Program for the evaluation of the group delay at frequency F

10 INPUT F:T:OfOR L:13TO 2l STEP 7X:Z(L):Y:Z(L+1)

20 T:T*2rXr(X'rx+y'Y+F.F)/((X''X+Y'Y-F+F)1 2+(2'X*F)1 2)

30 NEXT LfRINT T:GOTO 10

Program for the evaluation of the attenuation at frequency F.

5 E:2',Ul(U'U-1)

10 INPUT FfF F> l THEN 50

20 O:SQR(1/F/F'1):P:C-A'O'O:Q:B'O-Ot3

30 R:ATN(Q/P):S:ATN O:T:2*(R+2*S)

40 H:10'LOG(1+(E'COST)12)fRINT H:GOTO 10

50 o:sQR(1-llF/F):p:(or3+Aro*o+B*o+c)'(1+o).(o+z)

60 g:(-Ot3+A*O'O-B'O+C)'(1-O)r(Z-O):R:P/Q

7 0 H :10*LOG(1 +(8.(R+ 1,lR)12)t Z)'PRINT H :GOTO 10

The poles are stored in Z(13) to Z(22). The zeros are stored in Z(23) to

z(36). The initial values for the poles are 33,1.6,13,-1.7,0.7,1.,0.5,-0.6,0-4,0.2, which

are stored in Z(23) to Z(32). The initial values for the zeros are 1.4,0',1.3,0'8,

whích are stored in Z(37) to Z(40).
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